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Ilana Levin: Assessment of Reactive Balance Responses during Walking  
in Adults with Cerebral Palsy 
(Under the direction of Deborah E. Thorpe) 
People with cerebral palsy commonly experience balance deficits in walking.  In 
adulthood, many experience a decline in walking and balance, which increases their falls risk and 
disability.  When loss of balance occurs, effective reactive balance responses  — quick body 
realignment and change in base of support — are essential to balance recovery.  Reactive balance 
responses to unpredicted balance perturbations have been studied in different populations with 
balance deficits.  Evidence suggests that reactive balance training improves the ability to recover 
balance and walking related outcomes and can lead to a reduction in falls risk.  Reactive balance 
responses to balance perturbation during walking have not been previously assessed in adults 
with CP (ACP) and the relationships of these responses to known deficits of balance and walking 
have not been established.  Identifying such relationships could facilitate assessment of falls risk 
and guide intervention research.  The goals of this project were to (1) assess the test-retest 
reliability of clinical measures of balance and walking in ACP, (2) describe the differences 
between reactive balance responses to perturbations during treadmill walking of ACP and adults 
without disabilities (AWD), and compare the changes in responses following repeated exposure 
to balance perturbation between the two groups, and (3) assess the relationships between 
measures of reactive balance responses and clinical measures of balance and walking in ACP.  
iv 
Results: Most clinical measures demonstrated good to excellent test-retest reliability and were 
Compared with AWD, the walking of ACP was more disturbed by balance perturbations, and 
they required more steps to return to regular walking.  Both AWD and ACP improved reactive 
balance responses following repeated exposure.  The measured responses had moderate 
correlations with several clinical measures of balance, walking and falls count which suggested 
that adding measures of reactive balance responses during walking would provide a more 
comprehensive evaluation of mobility-related balance.  Further research is needed to develop 
clinical assessment of reactive balance responses during walking and evaluate the ability of 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Background 
The brain lesion that results in a diagnosis of cerebral palsy (CP) occurs during the 
perinatal or neonatal period and is non-progressive.  The prevalence of CP in the US is estimated 
to be 2.9-3.6 per 1000 children.1 Primary and secondary impairments commonly include 
abnormal muscle tone, reduced selective motor control, impaired movement coordination, 
muscle weakness, limitations in range of motion, and sensory deficits.2 The effects of the 
impairments on mobility vary in nature and severity.  Approximately 60% of school-age children 
with CP are able to walk independently, but exhibit balance deficits.3 Balance deficits continue 
to affect mobility into adulthood.  Starting in early adulthood, about 60% of ambulant adults with 
CP (ACP) experience a decline in walking abilities.4–8 ACP report falls and near falls that lead to 
injuries and fear of falling.9 Reduced balance and walking limitations propagate a functional 
downward spiral by imposing a more sedentary lifestyle, which further impairs mobility, 
negatively affects health, employment, and quality of life, and results in increased disability.6,10–
14 While deterioration in balance is the most frequent self-reported change associated with the 
decline in walking in ACP,15 balance research in cerebral palsy is not sufficient to guide 
evidence-based interventions to improve walking related balance in this population.16–18  
Common exercise programs to reduce falls risk and to improve mobility-related balance 
in older adults and other populations use planned, self-initiated movements.19 These exercises 
target gross motor capacities and address some of the risk factors, but they do not address the 
unpredictable aspect of loss of balance.  Falls in older adults often occur as a result of 
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unpredictable slips or trips.20 The ability to respond effectively to unanticipated loss of balance 
during walking is essential to navigate real world environment without falls and injuries.21–23     
A relatively new line of research in older adults, adults post stroke, and other populations 
with balance deficits focuses on reactive balance responses to unpredictable balance 
perturbations during walking.  New technologies, which provide standardized unpredicted slip 
and trip balance perturbations during walking, are used to characterize reactive balance 
responses and evaluate changes with repeated exposure.21,24–26  There is evidence to suggest that 
repeated exposure to balance perturbations may improve the efficiency of reactive balance 
responses and reduce falls risk.27–31 
There is little evidence related to the reactive balance responses of ACP, but there is 
some evidence in children with CP.32,33 Compared with children without disabilities, children 
with CP who were exposed to unpredictable balance perturbation in standing, presented less 
efficient temporal and spatial organization of recovery patterns, which resulted in more falls.  
Children with CP also showed less improvement in their reactive balance skills with age.32 These 
deficits are carried over into adulthood, with ACP reporting losing their balance in various 
circumstances in daily life, mainly during ambulation (walking and turning).9 Falls and losses of 
balance mostly involve placing the foot in a way that creates an insufficient base of support, 
failing to clear the foot sufficiently off the ground, or encountering obstacles that cause 
destabilization.  Such circumstances usually require quick adjustments of the step during 
walking, which ACP are often unable to complete successfully.9  
Preliminary pilot data provided some support for the hypothesis that reactive balance 
responses following balance perturbation during walking in ACP differ from those of adults 
without disabilities (AWD(.(Levin, unpublished) ACP experienced sudden forward and backwards 
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balance perturbations walking on a treadmill (TM).  The perturbations were produced by an 
anterior or posterior acceleration of the belt under a single leg in an early stance phase.  
Compared with AWD, ACP grabbed the rail more often to recover their balance following 
balance perturbations.  When experiencing backward sudden displacements of the center of mass 
(COM) during walking, most ACP commonly stepped back - placing their foot behind that of the 
perturbed leg, while most AWD only reduced the length of the step forward.  ACP also stayed 
longer on the perturbed leg (usually in double stance) before shifting their weight to the lead leg.  
Finally, ACP demonstrated more recovery steps before returning to a regular steady state 
walking pattern.   
Like older AWD, ACP may improve reactive balance responses following perturbation 
training.  Characteristics of reactive balance responses during walking and the ability to modify 
them have not been previously studied in ACP.  The purpose of this project was to address the 
gap in knowledge and to expand the foundations for the development of evidence-based 
interventions to improve walking related balance in this population and reduce falls risk. 
 
Project Design Rationale  
The first project of this dissertation was to describe the functional status of a sample of 
ACP using measures of balance, balance confidence, and spatiotemporal gait parameters, and to 
assess the test-retest reliability of these measures.  These measures had been previously used in 
studies of ACP, but their reliability had yet to be established.  To evaluate test-retest reliability, 
the outcome measures were administered twice, within 10 days on average, estimates of test-
retest reliability and minimal detectable change (MDC) values were calculated, and the spread of 
the scores along the range of the scales was assessed.   
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The second project was to characterize reactive balance responses to two types of 
standardized balance perturbations applied randomly during TM walking and to evaluate 
whether these responses differed between ACP and AWD.  The number of rail grabs, the length 
of the step taken following the perturbation relative to a regular-gait step length, the time on the 
perturbed leg relative to regular-gait stance time, and the number of recovery steps were chosen 
to characterize responses.  The differences in responses between the groups were evaluated at 
baseline (first exposure) and following repeated exposure.  It was hypothesized that a reduction 
in the extent of the disturbance to regular gait pattern caused by the perturbations would be 
observed following repeated exposure to balance perturbations.  Fewer deviations from the 
regular gait pattern were hypothesized to be the result of improved reactive balance responses 
and the ability to apply error-based learning to improve reactive balance responses.34 This would 
support further studies addressing whether ACP can achieve permanent positive changes in 
reactive balance responses to loss of balance during walking.   
The last project was to evaluate the relationships between measures of reactive balance 
responses and clinical measures of balance and walking in ACP.  These relationships were 
evaluated to assess whether measures of reactive balance responses may contribute to a more 
comprehensive evaluation of balance and walking in ACP that would identify those at risk for 
balance related functional deterioration.  
We evaluated the responses to balance perturbations applied in the sagittal plane during 
walking using short acceleration or deceleration of one of the belts of a split-belt TM.  The 
perturbations caused the center of mass (COM) to shift out of its regular progression relative to 
the base of support (BOS) during walking.  A slip (a perturbation causing the COM to move 
posteriorly to the BOS) was produced by decelerating the belt under the single stance leg.  A trip 
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(a perturbation causing the COM to move anteriorly to the BOS) was produced by accelerating 
the belt under the single stance leg.35,36 Both the left and right legs were perturbed in a pre-set, 
randomized order.  The terms ‘slip’ and ‘trip’ in this project are used similarly to the way they 
have been used in other studies of reactive balance during standing and walking.37,38  
The following were considered in designing the perturbation protocol: (1) Forward and 
backward sudden displacements of COM, secondary to balance perturbations, are common 
events during walking in ACP,9 (2) Increasing the unpredictability of the perturbation by 
applying two opposing types of balance perturbations to both sides was expected to reduce 
direction specific and side specific predictive preparations,38 (3) Regardless of the topographical 
diagnosis of CP, most ACP present lower extremity motor control asymmetry to varying 
degrees, and may respond differently on each side,39 therefore, responses to perturbations of both 
sides were evaluated.  
 
Manuscripts  
Manuscript One: Test-Retest Reliability and Minimal Detectable Change for Measures  
of Balance and Gait in Adults with Cerebral Palsy. 
Aim:  
To establish estimates of test-retest reliability and minimal detectable change (MDC) 
values on a sample of ambulant ACP for (a) The Balance Evaluation Systems Test 
(BESTest) and the Four Square Step Test (FSST) as measures of balance, (b) The 
Activities-specific Balance Confidence scale (ABC) and the Modified Fall Efficacy Scale 
(FES) as measures of balance confidence, and (c) spatiotemporal gait parameters at 
comfortable gait speed (CGS) and fast gait speed (FGS). 
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Manuscript Two: Reactive Balance Responses to Repeated Surface Perturbations during 
Treadmill Walking in Adults with Cerebral Palsy and Adults without Disabilities.   
Aims:  
1. To compare the reactive balance responses to balance perturbations applied during 
treadmill (TM) walking of ACP and age and gender-matched adults without disabilities 
(AWD). 
2. To measure the changes in reactive balance responses of ACP following exposure to 
repeated balance perturbations while walking on a TM, and to compare these to changes 
in reactive balance responses of AWD.   
Reactive balance responses included: (a) the number of balance perturbations that resulted in a 
rail grab to recover balance, (b) the length of the first step following a perturbation (relative to 
step length of a regular TM gait), (c) stance time on the perturbed leg (relative to stance time of a 
regular TM gait), and (d) the number of recovery steps. 
 
Manuscript Three: Relationships between Measures of Reactive Balance Responses to 
Balance Perturbations during Walking and Clinical Measures of Balance and Walking in 
Adults with Cerebral Palsy 
Aim:  
To determine the relationships between reactive balance responses during walking (the 
number of balance perturbations that resulted in a rail grab to recover balance, and the 
step length response to slip perturbations) and clinical measures of balance, gait 
parameters, community walking, and reported falls in ACP. 
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CHAPTER 2: TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY AND MINIMAL DETECTABLE 
CHANGE FOR MEASURES OF BALANCE AND GAIT IN ADULTS WITH 
CEREBRAL PALSY.1 (MANUSCRIPT ONE) 
 
1. Introduction 
An anoxic brain injury occurring prior to, during, or shortly after birth leads to the 
diagnosis of cerebral palsy (CP), which is defined as a group of disorders of the development of 
movement and posture which cause activity limitations throughout life.1 Approximately 60% of 
school-age children with CP are able to walk independently, but exhibit balance deficits that 
continue to affect their function into adulthood.2 Life expectancy for most adults with CP is 
nearing that of the general population.3 Although not a progressive neurological disorder, more 
than 50% of ambulant adults with CP experience a decline in balance and walking abilities in 
their twenties or thirties.2 This decline can lead to a greater falls risk, a more sedentary lifestyle, 
and increased disability.2,4,5  
There is a paucity of intervention studies to improve dynamic balance and walking in 
adults with CP.6,7 To design intervention protocols and interpret outcomes, we require 
standardized outcome measures that demonstrate, in adults with CP, good test-retest reliability, 
which confirms score consistency in the absence of intervention. We also must know the 
minimal detectable change (MDC) values that inform about the magnitude of score change that 
can be attributed to a true change in capacity, that is beyond random performance variations.8 
Previous studies in ambulant individuals with CP used the Balance Evaluation Systems Test 
(BESTest), which includes the common “stand-alone” tests of dynamic balance -  the Functional 
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Reach Test (FRT) and Timed Up and Go test (TUG),9,10 the Activities-specific Balance 
Confidence scale (ABC), the Fall Efficacy Scale (FES),11 spatiotemporal gait parameters,10 and 
the Four Square Step Test (FSST).12 However, the psychometric properties of these measures 
have not been established for adults with CP. The purpose of this study was to establish 
estimates of test-retest reliability and MDC values and to assess the distribution of scores over 
the ranges of the scales of measures of balance, balance confidence, falls efficacy, and 
spatiotemporal gait parameters in adults with CP. We hypothesized that test-retest reliability 
would be high and MDC values would be clinically acceptable, and that scores would be broadly 




Twenty participants (Table 1), completed the test-retest protocol (“Test 1”, “Test 2”) 
within an average of 10 days between tests (SD=4.5, range: 6-23 days). Inclusion criteria were 
age 18-55 years, diagnosis of spastic CP, classified by a physical therapist as Gross Motor 
Function Classification Scale - Extended and Revised (GMFCS-E&R)13 Level I (able to walk in 
all settings with some balance and coordination impairments) or Level II (walking is limited in 
some settings), able to walk for 10 minutes on level ground with no more than one rest break, 
and able to understand and follow simple instructions in English. Exclusion criteria included 
conditions that limit the ability to exercise, like recurrent episodes of knee or hip pain in the 
previous three months, uncorrected vision or hearing, vestibular disorders, uncontrolled seizures, 
second or third trimester pregnancy, or a significant restriction in communication. Participants 
were recruited through hospital clinics and research databases. This study was approved by the 
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Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill.  All subjects provided informed consent prior to participation.  
2.2 Outcome measures 
All participants provided demographic and functional status information. All outcome 
measures were repeated in the same order in both tests. Participants that required forearm 
crutches or a cane for specific test items, used them in both tests. Scoring was done by a licensed 
physical therapist with 20 years of clinical experience (IL). In order to estimate population 
performance consistency on the selected measures between the two tests, while minimizing 
scoring errors, the scores collected during the tests were verified using videotapes. In rare cases 
of stopwatch failure, the participant was not asked to repeat the item, instead, videotape-based 
times were used for analysis. To ensure assessment fidelity, the rater completed standardized 
online training using the BESTest website prior to the study.14 Participants were assessed on the 
following outcome measures in order: 
1. Gait parameters: Participants completed four passes along a 20 ft. Zeno Walkway  
System1 at a comfortable gait speed (CGS) and 4 passes at a fast gait speed (FGS). For 
CGS, participants were instructed to “walk at your comfortable walking speed, as if 
going to get somewhere, but not rushing”, and for FGS, they were instructed to “walk as 
fast as possible while maintaining safety”. Data were processed using ProtoKinetics 
Movement Analysis Software2 and the following gait parameters were extracted: average 
cadence, stride length, longer and shorter step lengths, stride width, double support time, 
longer and shorter percentage swing times, and coefficients of variation for step and 
 
1ProtoKinetics LLC, Havertown, PA 
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stride lengths, stride width, and gait phases percentage times (see supplementary material 
for definitions).15,16  
2. ABC scale: Participants completed the ABC scale independently, rating their confidence 
in performing 16 activities “without losing balance or becoming unsteady” on a 0% (no 
confidence) to 100% (complete confidence) 11-point scale. The responses were averaged 
to produce the ABC total score.17   
3. MFES: Participants completed the MFES independently, rating their confidence in 
performing 14 activities “without falling” on a 0 (no confidence) to 10 (complete 
confidence) 11-point scale. The responses were averaged to produce an MFES total 
score.18 
4. FSST: Following one to three untimed practice trials, participants were timed performing 
the multidirectional stepping task twice and the fastest time was used for analysis. 
Instructions were given and time was measured according to the published protocol.19  
5. BESTest: Participants completed 36 items, which were organized into 6 sections 
(Biomechanical Constraints, Stability Limits, Anticipatory Postural Adjustments, 
Postural Responses, Sensory Orientation, and Stability in Gait). Short rests were provided 
at the end of each section, and as needed. The BESTest was administered in accordance 
with published procedures9 with a few modifications: (1) For all Sensory Orientation 
items, participants stood within their usual base of support width and not with feet 
together. Based on pilot data, testing with feet together would have resulted in many 
participants scoring 0 on most items, which would have reduced the clinical usefulness of 
this section. (2) Standing on the foam with eyes open and then eyes closed was done 
without stepping off, unless the participant required rest. (3) For all items, if participants 
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did not initially follow instructions, secondary instructions were given, and trials 
repeated. Each item was scored using a 4-point scale from 0 (worst performance) to 3 
(best performance). Scores were summed and calculated as a percentage of the 
achievable score for each section and for the total score.9 The best measured values of the 
FRT and the TUG were scored (0-3) as part of the BESTest. In addition, the collected 
values of distance and time were used for a separate analysis to obtain ICC estimates and 
MDC values for each of the tests. 
2.3 Data analysis  
Sample size: An a priori power analysis20 indicated that a sample size of 19 was 
sufficient to establish that a detected reliability coefficient above 0.80 (good reliability) was 
significantly different from a reliability coefficient below 0.5 (cut off value for poor reliability) 
with a power of 0.80 and an alpha of 0.05.21 
For all outcome measures, the following values were calculated: the intraclass correlation 
coefficient for test-retest absolute agreement for a single random rater (ICC2,1) and the respective 
95% confidence interval, the standard error of measurement (SEM)2, and the derived MDC95.
3,8 
Test-retest reliability was interpreted as “poor” if ICC was below 0.5, “moderate” if ICC2,1 was 
0.5 to 0.75, “good” if ICC2,1 was 0.75 to 0.9, and excellent if ICC2,1 was above 0.90.
22   
Test 1 and Test 2 scores were plotted relative to a unity line and visually inspected to 
assess range and proximity to the unity line. Systematic differences were identified using a 
paired t-test.  For all data analyses, the alpha was set at 0.05. All statistical calculations were 








3.1 Balance outcome measures 
Test means, ICC2,1 and MDC95 values are presented in Table 2. Test-retest reliability 
values for the BESTest scores were “good” to “excellent” (ICC2,1  values 0.88 to 0.99), 
“excellent” for the forward FRT (ICC2,1 =0.90), “good” for the FRT to both sides (ICC2,1=0.78), 
“excellent” for the TUG (ICC2,1 = 0.97), “excellent” for the FSST (ICC2,1= 0.91), “good” for the 
ABC (ICC2,1=0.86), and “excellent” for the MFES (ICC2,1=0.90).  
The TUG scores (Test 1: 21s, Test 2: 15.5s) of one outlying participant reflected a 
pronounced learning effect related to confidence getting up from and down to the chair and were 
omitted from analysis. Two participants performed the FSST exceptionally slowly (>30s) and 
were omitted from FSST analysis as outliers to prevent MDC inflation. Following the outlier 
omissions, all analyzed balance scores demonstrated non-significant paired t-tests, reflecting the 
absence of systematic difference between tests (Table 2). 
The scores on most BESTest section score plots (Fig.1a) were distributed broadly over 
the ranges of the scales and were close to the unity line. In section II (Stability Limits), all 
participants scored above 65%, and in section V (Sensory Orientation), 16/20 participants scored 
above 80%. On the TUG (Fig.1b), and the FSST (Fig.1d), the lower performing participants 
appeared to demonstrate slightly better scores on Test 2, but the differences between tests for the 
whole sample were non-significant (Table 2). Measured FRT distances captured broad 
performance ranges. Forward reach appeared to have a more consistent test-retest performance 
than reach to the sides (Fig.1c) which was reflected in the relatively higher ICC values (Table 1). 
ABC scores were distributed broadly over the range of the scale, while MFES scores were 
clustered in higher range of the scale, with all participants scoring above 60% (Fig. 2).  
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3.2 Gait parameters 
For each participant, an average of 36.2 (SD=9.2) steps were analyzed for CGS, and 30.5 
(SD=8.8) steps for FGS. Tests means, ICC2,1 and MDC95 values are presented in Table 3. Test-
retest reliability was “good” (ICC2,1=0.88) for CGS and “excellent” (ICC2,1=0.98) for FGS. At 
both walking speeds, all spatiotemporal variables had “good” to “excellent” test-retest reliability. 
Step and stride length variables demonstrated small significant increase in values from Test 1 to 
Test 2 for both speeds. All other variables had non-significant paired t-tests, reflecting the 
absence of systematic difference between tests (Table 3). The coefficients of variation of the gait 
variables had mostly “moderate” ICC values, which appeared to be lower at FGS (see 
supplementary material for detailed results and discussion of gait variability metrics).  
 
4. Discussion 
This study provided evidence related to test-retest reliability and MDC95 values of 
balance and gait outcome measures for ambulatory adults with CP. Our results suggest that all 
balance measures and most spatiotemporal gait variables had “good” to “excellent” test-retest 
reliability, reflecting the tools’ ability to provide consistent test-retest measurements of 
performance.    
Established MDC values can help identify a true change in measured performance that is 
beyond random variations.8 As a derivative of the intraclass correlation and the standard 
deviation of the scores, the MDC value provides some insights into the psychometrics of the 
outcome measure. In this study, the MDC95 for the BESTest total score had a smaller value than 
the scores of its individual sections, reflecting an overall reliable tool that is stable and has little 
measurement error to conceal a true change in the measured capacity. Two sections (Reactive 
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Balance and Sensory Orientation) had large MDC values, despite “excellent” and “good” 
reliability, reflecting the nonsystematic test-retest variations (Fig.1a). High MDC values may 
raise concerns regarding the precision of the outcome measure. For example, high MDC values 
may indicate that either the assessed capacity is not stable from day to day, that the outcome 
measure itself is not specific enough to measure the true capacity, or that the measured 
performance is affected by other factors.24 
In a population that demonstrates a broad range of scores on a given outcome measure, 
the use of an MDC value may have some limitations when evaluating changes in individuals 
with either very high or very low scores. On the FSST, the fastest participant scored 6.8s. For 
this participant, lowering FSST time may not be a clinical goal. There is no FSST cutoff score 
that indicates high falls risk in adults with CP to identify those who may benefit from lowering 
FSST time by at least the MDC95 value (3.7s). Additionally, the FSST has a cognitive processing 
component that may affect performance with repeated exposure. This was possibly demonstrated 
by the two very low performing participants, who had large between test improvements and were 
subsequently omitted from analysis. Similarly, the TUG captured a broad range of values 
(Fig.1b) and had excellent test-retest reliability, but there is no cutoff score that predicts high 
falls risk in adults with CP. Others have shown that the TUG is moderately associated with the 6-
minute walk distance – explaining 67% of the variance in adults with CP.25 This suggests that the 
TUG could be a useful measure of both balance and walking in adults with CP, but while the 
TUG MDC95 value can identify true changes in measured performance, the clinical implications 
of a given change need to be considered for each case.  
Comfortable and fast walking speeds had a broad distribution of scores with “good” and 
“excellent” test-retest reliability respectively. Compared to CGS, the higher test-retest 
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consistency of the FGS (Fig. 3) may be attributed to participants’ interpretations of the 
instructions. FGS instructions requested maximal effort, which may have been interpreted more 
consistently compared with CGS instructions which asked participants to recall a feeling 
(comfortable walking speed). Higher test-retest consistency led to a lower FGS MDC95 (0.14 
m/s), compared to the CGS MDC95 (0.26m/s).  
MDC values intend to reflect only random variations in performance. Step length values 
at both speeds demonstrated small systematic increase in Test 2. All between - test differences 
were normally distributed, and the cause of the small systematic shift was not identified. While 
this violation alludes to the need to use the step length MDC values with caution, they can still 
help assess changes in step length since the magnitude of the systematic differences was small 
(20-30% of the MDC values). Further, these MDC values remain clinically reasonable and 
similar to those of people with stroke.26  
Participants demonstrated a broad range of scores on most outcome measures, which 
suggests that these measures are able to capture population-specific functional range and have 
the potential to reflect changes in these functional ranges (Fig.1,2,3). However, n BESTest 
Stability Limits and Sensory Orientation (Fig.1a), and the MFES (Fig.2) participants 
demonstrated score clustering close to the maximal score. This clustering reduces potential 
responsiveness to change and may result in a ceiling effect. To increase responsiveness to change 
in adults with CP with high “Stability Limits” scores, clinicians may consider the distance scores 
of the FRT items, evaluating changes by using FRT MDC95 values, and test those with high 
“Sensory Orientation” abilities with their feet together, as in the original instructions. Although 
the BESTest was found to have no floor or ceiling effects, and to be sensitive to balance changes 
in people with subacute stroke, 40% of which became independent ambulators,27 a structural 
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validity study suggested that 25 out of the 36 items were the most appropriate to capture balance 
in ambulatory patients post stroke.28 Revision of the BESTest specific to ambulant adults with 
CP may be appropriate.  
The high scores clustering on the MFES was likely because the MFES does not include 
enough situations that are sufficiently challenging the balance of adults with CP. The Fall 
Efficacy Scale International (FES-I) includes more challenging tasks and may better reflect the 
circumstances in which adults with CP experience falls, such as walking on uneven or slippery 
surfaces, walking around the neighborhood, and walking in crowds.29 For this study, the MFES 
was chosen over FES-I, because it uses a similar scoring scale as the ABC, while the FES-I is 
using a 4-point response scale. Future studies should evaluate test-retest reliability and the spread 
of adults with CP scores over the FES-I scale.  
ABC score plot along the unity line, suggests that test-retest score consistency may 
depend on the functional level of the individual. The ABC questionnaire, which asks about 
confidence completing tasks without losing balance, had a “good” overall reliability (ICC=0.86). 
While there was no significant difference between Test 2 and Test 1, there was a large 
confidence interval (CI) for the difference (Table 2) and the score plot (Fig.2) demonstrated that 
lower scores tended to be further away from the unity line compared to the higher scores. The 
larger inconsistency in scores between tests, among lower functioning individuals, may reflect 
either fluctuations in confidence experienced by participants, or the inability to assign the same 
number consistently on an eleven-point scale.  More consistent test-retest responses may be 





4.1. Limitations  
There are several factors that limit the generalizability of these findings. The sample of 
convenience was not representative of the entire population of adults with CP GMFCS-E&R 
Levels I and II. The study included only participants who were able to follow instructions in 
English and no adults with CP who presented with significant communication or cognitive 




A decline in balance and walking is experienced by many ambulant adults with CP.  
Reliable outcome measures are needed to support the research and services that address this 
decline. The current study established test-retest reliability and MDC values in ambulant adults 
with CP for outcome measures of balance and gait that were previously validated for other 
populations with balance impairments. Results show that these measures are useful for 
evaluating balance and gait in most ambulant adults with CP. Further studies are needed to 
improve the precision and responsiveness of some of these measures.  
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Table 1.1: Demographic and functional characteristics of participants (n=20) 
                All participants                Range   GMFCS-E&R I GMFCS-E&R II 
             Mean   (SD)               
Gender (male/female)   2/3  3/12 
Age (years)  32.7 (9.3) 21-50     31.8  (11.5)    32.9  (8.8) 
Height (cm)     166.0         (11.1) 145-196       173  (4.3)  163.8  (11.8) 
Weight (kg)   72.3  (16.8)  53-111         78  (24.6)    70.5  (13.9) 
Topographical classifications: 
       Spastic hemiplegia 
       Spastic diplegia 
       Spastic quadriplegia 









       Crutches/cane 



























Table 1.2: Test-retest reliability and minimal detectable change values of clinical balance measures 
 
   




ICC2,1 (95%CI) SEM MDC95 
BESTest - Total Score% 
 I. Biomechanical Constraints% 
 II. Stability Limits/Verticality%    
 III. Transitions/Anticipatory% 
 IV. Reactive% 
 V. Sensory Orientation% 
 VI. Stability in Gait% 
 
FRT (cm) 
  Forward 
  Longer reach side 













































































































0.99 (0.96, 0.99) 
0.97 (0.93, 0.99) 
0.88 (0.73, 0.95) 
0.97 (0.92, 0.99) 
0.93 (0.84, 0.97) 
0.89 (0.75, 0.96) 
0.98 (0.95, 0.99) 
 
 
0.90 (0.78, 0.96) 
0.78 (0.54, 0.91) 
0.78 (0.53, 0.91) 
 
0.97 (0.91, 0.99) 
 
0.91 (0.76, 0.96) 
 
0.86 (0.68, 0.94) 
 




























































Abbreviations: FRT, functional reach test; TUG, Timed Up and Go; FSST, Four Square Step Test;  
ABC, Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale; MFES, Modified Falls Efficacy Scale;  
ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; CI, confidence interval; SEM, standard error of measurement;  










Table 1.3: Test-retest reliability and minimal detectable change values of gait variables  
 
  
Test 1 mean (SD) 
 
 





ICC2,1 (95% CI)      SEM     MDC95 
        













0.88 (0.73, 0.95) 




















0.90 (0.78, 0.96)  


















  0.012* 
  0.010* 
0.92 (0.75, 0.97) 




















0.98 (0.94, 0.99) 


















  0.015* 
  0.006* 
0.90 (0.70, 0.96) 


















  0.019* 
  0.036* 
0.93 (0.79, 0.97) 




















0.96 (0.90, 0.98) 




















0.94 (0.87, 0.98) 




















0.96 (0.91, 0.99) 







          
 
Abbreviations: CGS, comfortable gait speed; FGS, fast gait speed; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; CI, confidence interval; 
 SEM, standard error of measurement; MDC, minimal detectable change. 
* Paired t-test p-value <0.05, which suggest true difference between Test 1 and Test 2 means. 
** Due to prevalent asymmetry in step lengths and swing time, steps on each side were defined, for each participant,  















B. Timed Up and Go 
 
C. Functional Reach Test (forward & sides)  
 







Figure 1.1: Unity line score plots for balance outcome measures (Test 1 - Test 2). Dots on the unity line represent identical 
test-retest scores. Lower scores on Test 1 appear above the line and lower scores on Test 2 beneath the line.       



























































































































































   
    
   
Figure 1.2: Unity line score plots for Activities-specific 
Balance Confidence (ABC) and Modified Falls Efficacy 
Scale (MFES) questionnaires (Test 1 - Test 2).  Dots on 
the unity line represent identical test-retest scores. Lower 
scores on Test 1 appear above the line, and lower scores 
on Test 2 beneath the line.       




































1.3: Unity line score plots for comfortable 
gait speed (CGS) and fast gait speed (FGS)  
  
 
Figure 1.3: Unity line score plots for comfortable gait 
speed (CGS) and fast gait speed (FGS) (Test 1 - Test 2).  
Dots on the unity line represent identical test-retest 
walking speeds. Lower walking speeds on Test 1 appear 
above the line, and lower walking speeds on Test 2 
beneath the line. 




























Table 1.4. Supplement Material 1: Gait variable definitions 
  
Gait Velocity (m/s) The sum of all Stride Length measurements divided by the sum of all Stride 
Time measurements of both feet.  
Cadence (steps/min) The number of footfalls minus one divided by the ambulation time, converted 
to minutes. 
Stride Length (m) The distance from the heel of one foot to the following heel of the same foot. 
Stride Width (m) The perpendicular distance between the line connecting the two ipsilateral 
foot heel contacts (stride) with the contralateral heel contact between those 
events. 
Step Length (m) The distance between corresponding successive heel points of opposite feet, 
measured parallel to the direction of progression for the ipsilateral stride   
Due to prevalent step length asymmetry in this population, step lengths for 
each side in each participant were defined as longer or shorter and the values 
of the variables were calculated accordingly.  
Double Support % 
 
The sum of all periods in a gait cycle when both feet are in contact with the 
ground. Total Double Support Time presented as a percentage of the Gait 
Cycle Time. 
Swing %  The period of time the foot is not in contact with the ground presented as a 
percentage of the Gait Cycle Time.  
Due to prevalent swing time asymmetry in this population, swing times for 
each side in each participant were defined as longer or shorter and the values 
of the variables were calculated accordingly. 
%CV  The Coefficient of Variation divides the Standard Deviation by the Mean and 
presents the value as a percent of 100 (%). The value is normalized; thus, 
CVs can be compared across variables. 
From: ProtoKinetics Movement Analysis Software Measurements and Definitions, PKMAS manual, ProtoKinetics 






















Test 1 mean (SD) 
 
 





Mean between tests 
difference (Test 2-Test 1) 
(95% CI) 
ICC2,1 (95% CI) 
 
SEM MDC95 
         














(-0.98, 0.54)  
(-1.51, 0.17) 
0.64 (0.29, 0.84) 





















(-12.59, 3.95)  
(-10.22, 9.72) 
0.81 (0.58, 0.92) 





















(-1.08, 1.12)  
(-2.34, -0.24)* 
0.63 (0.28, 0.83) 






















 (-0.99, 0.69) 
0.76 (0.50, 0.90) 





















(-0.8, 0.58)  
(-1.13, 0.67) 
0.60 (0.24, 0.82) 





















(-0.75, 0.97)  
(-0.52, 0.95) 
0.85 (0.66, 0.94) 





















(-0.69, 0.38)  
(-1.24, -0.11)* 
0.84 (0.64, 0.93) 









Abbreviations: CGS, comfortable gait speed; FGS, fast gait speed; %CV, coefficient of variation; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; 
CI, confidence interval; SEM, standard error of measurement; MDC, minimal detectable change. 
* Paired t-test p-value <0.05, which suggest true difference between Test 1 and Test 2 means. 
** Due to prevalent asymmetry in step lengths and swing time, steps on each side were defined, for each participant, as the “longer” or the “shorter”. 
 
The coefficients of variation (%CV) of the gait parameters, had moderate to low test-retest reliability values. %CV Step Length - 
longer step during FGS and %CV Swing % - shorter swing time during FGS had a significant difference between sessions and %CV 
Stride Width during both speeds had very large MDC values. Individuals with CP, compared to peers without disability, demonstrated 
high step-to-step variability.1 This could lead to differences in measured variability when data are collected from short walking 
segments. Additionally, others have shown that the variability of gait parameters collected from passes that ended after one-length of a 





Thus, contrarily to other assessed measures in this study, gait variability may not be a sufficiently reliable outcome when calculated 
from discrete walkway passes.  
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CHAPTER 3: REACTIVE BALANCE RESPONSES TO REPEATED SURFACE 
PERTURBATIONS DURING TREADMILL WALKING IN ADULTS WITH 
CEREBRAL PALSY AND ADULTS WITHOUT DISABILITIES. (MANUSCRIPT TWO) 
 
1. Introduction 
Cerebral palsy (CP) leads to permanent disorders in the development of movement and 
posture that cause activity limitations throughout the lifespan.1 Approximately 60% of school-
age children with CP are able to walk independently, but exhibit balance deficits that continue to 
affect their function into adulthood.  More than 50% of ambulant adults with CP (ACP) 
experience a decline in balance and walking abilities and report falls and near falls that cause 
injuries and fear of falling.2–5 This decline may start as early as in their twenties and can lead to a 
reduced walking capacity and a more sedentary lifestyle.3,6 Since life expectancy for most ACP 
is nearing that of the general population, a gradual loss of function, beginning in early adulthood, 
results in a substantial increase in falls risk and overall disability for many more years compared 
with the general population of similar age.3,7–9 
Exercise programs to improve balance employ volitional movements and show moderate 
reduction in falls risk in community dwelling older adults and patient populations with 
neurological deficits.10–12 New technologies, capable of providing standardized unpredictable 
balance perturbations during walking allow the evaluation of reactive balance responses, reactive 
balance training, and the development of intervention programs that may more efficient in 
reducing falls risk.13–17 Emerging evidence suggests that repeated exposure to balance 
perturbations may improve response efficiency and reduce falls risk in older adults and adults 
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post stroke.12,18,19 Considering the increased falls risk and similar balance deficits in ACP, the 
study of reactive balance responses in ACP is warranted. 
An unpredictable balance perturbation during walking creates a disruption to the normal 
course of the center of mass (COM) that is moving in relation to the changing base of support 
(BOS).20 Perturbations during walking create sudden displacements of the COM forward 
(imitating trips), backward (imitating slips), and sideways and they all require reactive 
adjustments of body alignment and, in most cases, changes to the normal stepping pattern to 
adjust the BOS and prevent a fall.21 A reactive balance response is a sequence that includes 
passive tissue responses, various levels of reflexes, and gait-phase specific modulations of the 
step following the perturbation.22 The reactive response, which involves the detection of the 
disturbance to the equilibrium by the sensory systems and the neuromuscular activation, happens 
faster than the execution of a volitional movement.  Following the initial response, additional 
recovery steps are usually needed to restore normal gait.22 Compared with the response to a 
perturbation experienced for the first time, responses to subsequent identical perturbations differ 
in timing, magnitude, and organization pattern of muscle activations and imply the presence of 
CNS modulations.23,24 
Primary CNS and secondary musculoskeletal impairments impact the movement of 
persons with CP and decrease their ability to restore balance following perturbations.  Evidence 
of reactive balance deficits exists in children, but not in adults, with CP.  When perturbed in 
standing on a movable platform, children with CP demonstrated poorer ability to recover balance 
compared to children without disabilities.25 During recovery attempts, children with CP had 
longer trajectories and more direction changes of the displacement of center-of-pressure.  They 
initiated stepping responses at lower perturbing velocities and had lower success rates in 
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recovering balance.25 Children with CP demonstrate poorer temporal and spatial organization of 
joint torque activation.  They often activated all joints simultaneously and showed less consistent 
torque-producing patterns among joints.26,27 Unlike children without disabilities, their reactive 
balance patterns did not become more efficient and effective with age, and older children with 
CP actually fell more often following perturbations than younger children with CP less than five 
years of age.25,26   
The ability to respond effectively to unpredictable losses of balance during walking is 
essential to navigate the environment without falls and injuries.13,28 ACP report losing their 
balance in various circumstances in daily life, mainly during walking and turning.  Falls and 
losses of balance frequently involve placing the foot in a way that creates an insufficient BOS, 
failing to clear the foot sufficiently off the ground, or encountering obstacles that create 
destabilization.4 In these scenarios, quick adjustments of the step during walking are required, 
and ACP report that often they are unable to complete these quick step adjustments.4     
Reactive balance responses to unpredictable balance perturbations occurring during 
walking have not been previously measured in ACP.29 Comparing responses of ACP and adults 
without disabilities (AWD) can help identify key variables with which to measure reactive 
balance deficits.  Establishing whether these variables can be modified following repeated 
exposure to perturbations during walking, and whether these modifications lead to improved 
balance recovery could guide falls prevention interventions for ACP.19  
Different measures have been used to assess reactive balance responses to perturbations 
in standing and walking. We sought to employ measures of reactive balance that could help 
future  development of an observational rating tool applicable in clinical settings.30 Rail grabs 
and step length of the stepping leg in response to a perturbations were used as measures of the 
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change in BOS caused by a perturbation.31,32 Stance time and the number of steps taken to 
recover balance were used as measures to describe the destabilization.32–35  
The goals of this case-control study were to: (1) compare the reactive balance responses 
to unpredictable anterior-posterior (slip and trip) surface displacement balance perturbations that 
occur during treadmill (TM) walking of ambulant ACP and age-and gender-matched AWD; and 
(2) measure the changes in reactive balance responses of ACP following exposure to repeated 
balance perturbations while walking on a TM, and to compare these to changes in reactive 
balance responses made by AWD.  We hypothesized that (1) compared AWD, ACP would 
demonstrate: (a) higher number of balance recoveries that included a rail grab; (b) smaller step 
length responses following slips; (c) longer stance times on the perturbed leg in slips, and shorter 
stance times on the perturbed leg in trips; and (e) higher number of recovery steps to re-establish 
regular walking; and (2) following repeated exposure, both AWD, and ACP would: (a) reduce 
the number of balance recoveries that included a rail grab; (b) increase step lengths in response 
to slips; (c) decrease stance time on the perturbed leg in slips, and increase stance time on the 




Fourteen ambulant ACP and 14 AWD, matched in gender and age (+/- 5 years), 
completed the study.  The inclusion criteria for all participants were English speaking, ability to 
understand and follow simple instructions, and ability to walk comfortably for 10 minutes on the 
TM without holding onto the rails.  Additional inclusion criteria for ACP were a diagnosis of 
spastic CP, age 18-55 years, and classified as GMFCS-E&R31 Level I (able to walk in all settings 
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with some balance and coordination impairments) or Level II (walking is limited in some 
settings). Exclusion criteria for all participants were uncorrected vision and hearing deficit, any 
condition that limited the ability to exercise, and second or third trimester pregnancy.  Additional 
exclusion criteria for ACP were self-reported diagnosis or observed by evaluator signs of other 
neuromotor impairments (i.e. ataxia, athetosis, or dystonia), recurrent episodes of  debilitating 
musculoskeletal pain that affected gait in the previous 3 months, Botox to leg or back muscles in 
the past 3 months, uncorrected vision or hearing, vestibular disorders, uncontrolled seizures, low 
impact fracture in the past 2 years.  Additional exclusion criteria for AWD were any neurological 
or orthopedic conditions that affected walking or balance. This study was approved by the 
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill.  All subjects provided informed consent prior to participation. 
2.2. Protocol and data collection  
Following an initial phone screening, all participants completed 3 testing sessions, each 
scheduled 7 to 11 days apart.  Participants wore comfortable shoes and any orthoses used for 
everyday walking.  They completed all TM walks on an instrumented split-belt TM1 that was 
equipped with force plates mounted below the belts (170x40cm each).  Participants were secured 
by a safety harness, fully weight bearing, and were asked to try to avoid using the handrails to 
recover balance.36 The harness load cell peak-force surpassed 30% of body weight.37 An 8-
camera motion capture system (Vicon, Los Angeles, CA) recorded at 120Hz the 3-dimensional 
positions of 14-mm retro reflective markers placed on the back of the heels of the participant’s 
shoes.  Additional markers were placed to on the trunk and lower extremities to track segmental 
movement for observational purposes.  The system also captured the ground reaction force 
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(GRF) at 1080Hz, and the forces from a load cell which was connected to the harness system to 
detect weight bearing.  Data collection procedures have been previously published by Lewek.38 
All walks were videotaped. 
 Session 1 
Participants completed a 10-minute unperturbed TM walk, during which their 
comfortable walking speed (CGSTM) was determined using incremental adjustments of TM 
speed. Participants started walking on the TM at about 50% of their CGSOG. The speed was 
gradually increased by 0.05m/s, with times to adjust, until participants confirmed reaching 
their comfortable gait speed for TM walking.  The speed was increased one more time, 
followed by a reduction to their previously selected speed.  Participants were then asked to 
make the final speed selection for their CGSTM and to complete the 10-minute walk at the 
determined speed. 
Sessions 2&3 
Participants completed four TM walks at CGSTM, two walks in each session (session 2 
and 3).  Each walk lasted up to 12 minutes with a rest break of at least 5 minutes between 
walks.  In each walk, after 2 minutes of unperturbed walking, participants experienced 16 
standardized balance perturbations of two types.  Eight slips were produced by decelerating, 
and eight trips by accelerating, either the right or the left belt at 5m/s2 for 150ms.16,29,39,40 The 
perturbations were initiated when the vertical GRF (VGRF) following the initial contact on 
the designated side surpassed 15% body weight, resulting in a perturbation occurring at mid 
stance to assure trail leg is in motion and its foot clearance (Fig 2.1).  The same belt returned 
to pre-perturbed speed by accelerating or decelerating respectively at 5m/s2.  Perturbation 
sequence included 4 of each of the following: right slip, right trip, left slip, and left trip.  The 
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order and length of recovery times following each perturbation (ranging from 12 to 20s) were 
randomized using a custom algorithm.   
Randomization and varying time gaps were aimed at reducing preparatory postural 
adjustments and took into account pilot data regarding the time to return to regular gait and a 
total walk length of 10 min to avoid fatigue.  The same sequence was used in all walks for all 
participants.  Following each recovery time, custom software, processing VGRF in real-
time41 and using a moving SD window, verified the presence of 5 consecutive same side 
“regular gait” steps similar in step length and stance time before initiating the next 
perturbation. 
 2.3. Data processing 
Data analysis software (Vicon, Los Angeles, CA) was used to identify the locations of the 
markers in the lab coordinate system.  A custom written code for Visual3D2 was used to clean 
data and identify and label gait cycle events.  Perturbation labeling was done manually based on 
a graphic representation of the perturbed side VGRF and the movement of the reconstructed 
model in Visual3D.  Cross-over steps to the other belt during response or recovery steps were 
corrected by adjusting initial contact and toe-off labels manually to the correct time frame. 
Cross-over steps occurring at other times were labeled as invalid and were dropped from the 
analysis. 
Of the 4 four walks, data from the first walk (Walk 1) and the fourth walk (Walk 4) were 
used to compare changes, and Walk 2 and 3 were defined as “repeated exposure”.  The measured 
reactive balance responses included (Table 1): (1) the number of perturbations resulted in a rail 
grab, (2) step length response (SLr), (3) stance time response on the perturbed leg (STr), and (4) 
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the number of recovery steps following the perturbation.3 SLr, and STr were normalized values 
obtained by dividing response SL and ST by regular gait mean values.  The means were 
calculated, for each walk and for each same-side variable, from 30 seconds of unperturbed 
walking occurring prior to the beginning of the perturbations. The quotients SLr and STr were 
expressed as decimals.  Normalized response gait variables provided a measure of the magnitude 
to which the perturbation modified the regular gait cycle.  For example, SLr of -0.5 meant that 
the response step was backwards and half the length of a regular step length.  
Stance time responses (STrs) and the number of recovery steps of responses that resulted 
in a rail grab were not included in the analyses.  In cases in which participants grabbed the rail 
following all 4 same type-side perturbations, all STrs and recovery steps counts pertaining to the 
corresponding type-side perturbation of the participant and the matched participant were dropped 
from both Walk 1 and Walk 4.  All SLrs were included regardless of whether a grab occurred 
following the perturbations.  In perturbations that resulted in a grab, the initial contact of the lead 
limb always occurred prior to the rail grab response and the SLrs that were followed by a grab 
did not differ statistically from those of successful recoveries (Supplement Material 1). 
Classification of sides: due to prevalent side asymmetry in ACP, separate analysis was 
done on each side to account for patterns affected by asymmetry.  Inconsistency among ACP was 
observed regarding whether the more or less impaired side produced the smaller SLrs 
(Supplement Material 2).  Therefore, the classification was done based on the magnitude of the 
SLrs, separately for slips and trips.  For each participant, Walk 1 means of all four same type-
side SLrs were classified as “shorter” and “longer” (the smaller, or more negative value was 
classified as “shorter” and reflected the larger deviation from regular gait).  All other measures of 
 
3The operational procedure to identify the recovery steps following each perturbation are detailed in 
“Supplement Material 3”. 
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reactive balance were classified in relation to this Walk 1 SLr classification (for example, the 
stance times of the perturbed leg on the contralateral side to the “shorter SLr” were classified as 
shorter STrs).  Such functional classification was previously used in adults post-stroke due to 
similar inconsistency between the paretic leg and step initiation side.42 van Melick reported that 
in AWD, the kicking (dominant) leg in a bilateral task was used in only 66% of the cases as the 
preferred leg for unilateral stabilizing tasks.43 The task specific classification was chosen to 
identify changes in responses on each side separately for the specific task of stepping in response 
to the perturbation.  
Calculations were done using a custom written LabVIEW program (National 
Instruments; Austin, TX).   
2.4. Statistical analysis  
The comparability of participant characteristics between ACP and AWD were assessed 
using independent two-tailed t-tests.  Fisher’s exact tests were used to analyze rail grabs 
aggregated over all walks and perturbation types.  Analyses of response gait variables (SLr, STr,) 
and the number of recovery steps, were conducted under a mixed modeling framework, in order 
to appropriately account for consistent individual differences for each participant’s valid 
responses to all same type-side perturbations, in each walk.  Slip and trip perturbations were 
analyzed separately, since different patterns of response were expected.   
Within each type of perturbation, classified sides (shorter/ longer SLr) were analyzed 
separately.  To assess group differences in Walk 1 for SLr and STr, t-tests were conducted under 
a mixed modeling framework; and for the number of recovery steps, the t-tests were conducted 
under a generalized linear mixed modeling framework with a negative binomial link function 
appropriate for step counts.44 To assess differential changes in SLr and STr between groups 
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following exposure to perturbations, a two-way (Group and Walk) random effects ANOVA was 
conducted under a linear mixed modeling framework.  To assess differential changes in the 
number of recovery steps, a two-way (Group and Walk) random effects ANOVA was conducted 
under a generalized linear mixed modeling framework with a negative binomial link function.  
For all ANOVAs, if no significant Group*Walk interactions were detected, the models were 
recalculated to assess only the main effects.  Descriptive analyses of grab count and means of 
valid response gait variables were conducted, plotted, and used to facilitate model interpretation.  




Participants included 6 males and 8 females in each group, mean ACP age (SD) was 30.9 
(8.8) years and mean AWD age was 31.7 (9.9) years; 5 ACP were classified as GMFCS Level I 
and 9 as Level II; 5 were classified as hemiplegic, 8 as diplegic, and 1 as quadriplegic.  In 6 ACP 
the right side was more affected, and in 8 ACP the left side (Table 2.2). 
3.1. Rail grabs and harness reliance.  
In Walk 1, eleven ACP and 1 AWD grabbed the rail.  Another AWD (#11) grabbed the 
rail 14 times during the first walk, she reported that the grabs were related to emotional stress 
responses.  She was able to demonstrate minimal effort to balance recovery without grabbing the 
rail on the last 2 perturbations.  Her grab count was an outlier and was omitted from group 
analysis.  The number of grabs per participant ranged from 1 to 16 (Table 2.4a).  In Walk 4, two 
ACP and 0 AWD grabbed the rail.  Fisher’s Exact Test showed a significant association between 
group and rail grabbing once or more in Walk 1 (ACP=79%, AWD=8%), but no significant 
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difference between groups in Walk 4 (ACP=14%, AWD=0%).  As evident by harness load cell 
data, none of the participants relied on the harness to recover balance.  
3.2 Response Gait Variables  
Walk 1 estimated means, and Group and Walk differences are presented in Tables 2.3a 
(slips) and 2.3b (trips).  Group and individual mean response gait variables and number of 
recovery steps for each same type-side perturbation are graphically presented in figures 2.2-2.4. 
Effect sizes are presented in “Supplement Material 4”. 
Slips 
Step length responses (SLr): All SLrs were smaller than 1, meaning the step length in 
response to the slip perturbation was smaller than the step length during regular gait.  In Walk 1 
and 4, compared with AWD, ACP had smaller SLrs on both sides.  Both groups increased SLrs 
on both sides from Walk 1 to Walk 4.  There were no statistically significant Group*Walk 
interactions, which suggests that the increases were similar for both groups.  
Stance Time responses (STr): There was no significant difference between the groups and 
no significant difference between the walks in STrs.  Plotting the means revealed that in both 
groups, several smaller STrs increased from Walk 1 to Walk 4, and some larger STrs decreased, 
creating an observed trend of variability reduction (Fig 2.3b). 
Number of recovery steps: In both walks, compared with AWD, ACP had a higher 
number of recovery steps on both sides.  Both groups reduced the number of recovery steps 
between walks.  Group*Walk interaction on the shorter SLr side indicated that the decrease was 






Step Length responses (SLr):  In both walks, compared with AWD, ACP had larger SLrs 
only on the longer side. Both groups did not change longer SLrs between walks.  In contrast, 
there was no group difference in the shorter SLrs and both groups increased shorter SLrs by the 
same magnitude between walks. 
Stance Time responses (STr): In both walks, compared with AWD, ACP had smaller 
STrs only for the side of the shorter SLr.  Both groups increased STrs on both sides by the same 
magnitude between walks. 
Number of recovery steps: In both walks, compared with AWD, ACP had a higher 
number of recovery steps on both sides.  Both groups similarly reduced the number of recovery 
steps between walks.  
 
4. Discussion 
Reactive balance responses to unpredictable trips and slips that occurred during TM walking 
differed between ACP and AWD in Walk 1 and following repeated exposures, in Walk 4.  In 
Walk 1, ACP demonstrated higher number of rail grabs, shorter step length in response to slip 
perturbations, longer step length and less time of the stance leg in responses to trip perturbations 
on one side, and a higher number of recovery steps following both slips and trips.  Following 
repeated exposure, in Walk 4, ACP demonstrated a large reduction in the total number of rail 
grabs, which suggests more reliance on other balance recovery strategies - segmental 
realignment and stepping.  Both groups demonstrated similar changes in stepping responses and 
a reduction in the number of recovery steps, with greater changes in response gait variables to 
slips.  Slips displace the COM in the opposite direction of walking and create a larger disruption 
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to the normal gait, as evident by the magnitudes of the SLrs.  A larger disturbance to regular gait 
may be perceived by the CNS as a larger error and lead to the recruitment of more resources to 
amend it and change the assembled motor plan following repeated exposure.46  
The changes in SLrs to slips demonstrated the most notable motor changes with 
exposure.  A negative SLr, reflecting backwards leg placement, was demonstrated by many more 
ACP compared with AWD (Fig 2.2b, left panels).  While most participants from both groups 
increased mean SLrs in Walk 4, four ACP and 2 AWD with negative SLrs in Walk1 placed their 
leg more to the back (more negative SLrs) in Walk 4.  Stepping further back in response to slip 
could be viewed as poor ability to counter the backwards sudden displacement to the COM and 
failing to continue walking forward in the walking direction, but it could also be viewed an 
alternative recovery strategy, which relies more on stepping and less on trunk realignment to 
counter the backwards displacement.  These participants did reduce the number of recovery steps 
(Fig 2.4.b, left panels) or the number of grabs in Walk 4, which indicated that an improvement in 
reactive balance control was achieved and they were able to return to regular walking with less 
disturbances. 
Persons with chronic stroke demonstrated an increase in SLrs in standing with repeated 
exposures to slip perturbations.47 Longer SLrs correlated with a more forward position of COM 
within the BOS at the initial contact of the leading leg.  Since findings demonstrated that 
minimal to no contribution from trunk modulated the position of the COM in persons with 
chronic stroke, the gain in SLr was viewed as the cause of the shift in COM and not vice versa.  
Low-functioning persons with chronic stroke in that study required more trials to achieve 
responses that were nearing those of the higher functioning group.  It is possible that with more 
exposure, the ACP and the AWD with the negative SLrs would have shifted their response 
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strategy to slips from back stepping to increasing the SLr.  Two other ACP that had similar 
negative SLrs increased their SLrs in Walk 4, which means that the initial response did not 
necessarily predict the later type of change (Fig 2.2b, left panels).   
Older adults experiencing slip perturbations during TM walking demonstrated a delayed 
response changing the course of their leg, compared with younger controls.  The perturbations 
were initiated when heel strike was detected (earlier in the gait cycle than in our study), so it was 
expected that the response of the trail leg would be a step back.  Because of the delay in 
reversing the direction of the movement, and despite a similar distance traveled by the foot back, 
the older adults placed their trail foot closer to the stance foot.31 Thus, it is also possible that in 
our study the participants that stepped more to the back following exposure, changed the 
temporal aspect of their response (faster response) rather than the spatial.    
Changes in STrs to slips in both ACP and AWD were very small or non-significant.  
However, when inspecting individual means for slips (Fig 2.3.b left panels), a reduction in 
variance was noted in both groups, more on the shorter SLr side, but no formal test of variance 
was done due to the small sample size.  We clinically observed that compared with Walk 4, 
participants during Walk 1 used more varied stepping strategies, which included fully shifting 
the weight to the leading leg or maintaining double support before taking the next step, and 
making the next step by either the perturbed leg or as an additional step by the response leading 
leg.  These stepping variations likely affected STr.  Future studies with larger sample size should 
account for the different stepping strategies used and classify STrs accordingly.  
In response to trips in Walk 1, ACP demonstrated slightly larger SLrs compared with 
AWD.  In Walk 4, both groups did not change SLrs on the longer SLr side, and slightly 
increased SLrs on the shorter SLr side.  The initial larger SLrs in ACP were expected based on 
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the assumption that a poorer ability to counter the COM forward sudden displacement would 
require creating a larger BOS.  The reduction in the number of recovery steps suggests that the 
responses became more efficient, but possibly other strategies were used, since for most ACP, 
the SLr remained above 1 (Fig 2.2a right panel).  For most ACP, SLrs did not exceed 1.2, which 
can be viewed as a small, not very taxing, change from regular gait that would not drive response 
modifications of gait.  Both groups slightly increased their STrs on both sides.  This means that 
the increase in SLr occurred alongside an improvement in the proximal control of COM, which 
allowed slightly longer weight bearing on the perturbed leg.  It is of note that almost all STr 
values in both groups did not exceed 0.95, meaning that the forward sudden displacement was 
still modifying stance time in Walk 4.  Further research is needed to explore possible changes in 
landing/ loading parameters like ground reaction force, maximal joint flexion and COM position 
that may explain the reduction in the number of recovery steps.  
Following all type /side perturbations and across all Walks, ACP required more recovery 
steps to re-establish regular gait.  Both groups reduced the number of recovery steps in Walk 4 
by the same magnitudes, except following slips on the shorter SLr side, for which AWD 
improved more than ACP.  A higher number of recovery steps following perturbations in 
standing predicted future falls in older adults.48 More recovery steps reflect less efficient balance 
recovery and more delay in return to regular gait.  These irregular steps may also increase the 
risk for additional balance losses that may be caused by self-perturbation, poor foot placement, 
and reduced ability to respond to further challenges to balance.   
4.1 Limitations 
This small sample of ACP was heterogeneous in type, topographical distributions and 
GMFCS levels.  Therefore, generalization of the results to all ambulant ACP is limited.  
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Individuals with CP demonstrate various gait patterns that may influence the position of COM 
and the size of the BOS.  The analysis did not account for several characteristics that may 
influence the elicited responses, such as the magnitude of asymmetry, the position of the COM 
relative to the BOS at the time of perturbation, or the weight and CGSTM differences within and 
between the groups.   
 
5. Conclusions 
ACP demonstrated poorer reactive balance responses to unpredictable balance perturbations 
during TM walking compared with AWD.  Their gait was more disturbed by the perturbations 
and they required more steps to return to regular gait. ACP were able to modify these responses, 
similarly to AWD, following repeated exposures to balance perturbations.  Based on the extent 
of the disturbance to regular gait, slips were more challenging than trips of the same acceleration 
and duration.  Compared with trips, responses to slips revealed a greater difference between the 
groups, but both groups demonstrated a larger change in responses to slips following repeated 
exposure.  Changes following the repeated exposure could be a pre-curser to motor learning.  
 Future studies are needed to test learning following an appropriate intervention protocol 
that would include variability of practice, change in intensities and testing of retention over time 
and transfer of balance recovery skill to other environments.  There is also a need to evaluate the 
impact of changes in reactive balance responses on functional outcomes and falls.  Further study 
is required to examine other measures of reactive balance responses, including those assessing 
trunk movements, COM position, and margin of stability, and the generalizability in a larger 
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Table 2.1: Measured reactive balance responses  
Rail grab count 
The number of perturbations after which a rail grab to recover balance 
occurred.   
Step Length response (SLr)  
 
The length of the step of the leg that is in swing phase during the balance 
perturbation.  Measured as the distance in the anterior-posterior direction 
between the heel marker of the perturbed leg and the heel marker of the 
leading leg at initial contact.   
Stance Time response (STr) 
The time from initial contact (VGRF≥20N) of the perturbed leg to its toe-
off (VGRF≤20N).49   
Number of recovery steps 
The number of irregular steps taken following SLr (consecutive steps with 








Table 2.2: Participant demographics   








Sex (female) 8  (57%)   8     (57%)  
Age (years) 30.9  (8.8) 31.7   (9.9)   0.76 
Weight (kg) 68.1  (12.8) 82.1  (15.4)   0.01 
Height (m) 1.68  (0.13) 1.75  (0.12)   0.17 
CP sub-type (hemi/di/quadriplegia) 5/8/1    
More affected side (left/right) 8/6    
GMFCS (I/II) 5/9    
Comfortable gait speed over ground (m/s) 1.17 (0.2) 1.31  (0.16) <0.001 
























n per group 
Estimated Walk 1  
     means (SE) 
 
Estimates for Group and Walk Effects 
ACP AWD p-value Independent variables Diff. SE p-value 







Group: ACP vs. AWD -0.52 0.13 <0.001* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.28 0.03 <0.001* 







Group: ACP vs. AWD -0.44 0.13 0.003* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.12 0.03 <0.001* 
STr – Cont.lat. to 







Group: ACP vs. AWD -0.09 0.04 0.057 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.01 0.02 0.700 
STr – Cont.lat. to 







Group: ACP vs. AWD -0.04 0.06 0.530 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.01 0.03 0.848 
# of recovery steps 







Group: ACP vs. AWD 1.75 0.15 <0.001* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 -2.12 0.16 <0.001* 
Group - walk interaction 1.48 0.19 0.042* 
# of recovery steps 







Group: ACP vs. AWD 2.00 0.14 <0.001* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 -1.45 0.09 <0.001* 
n - the number of included participants (per group) with valid measures for the variable. 
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; SLr, step length response;  











n per group 
Estimated Walk 1  




Estimates for Group and Walk Effects 
ACP AWD p-value Independent variables Diff SE p-value 







Group: ACP vs. AWD 0.07 0.05 0.159 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.06 0.01 <0.001* 







Group: ACP vs. AWD 0.1 0.04 0.025* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 -0.01 0.01 0.265 
STr – Cont.lat. to 







Group: ACP vs. AWD -0.08 0.02 <0.001* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.04 0.01 <0.001* 
STr – Cont.lat. to 







Group: ACP vs. AWD -0.03 0.03 0.233 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 0.03 0.01 <0.001* 
# of recovery steps 







Group: ACP vs. AWD 1.97 0.11 <0.001* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 -1.59 0.10 <0.001* 
# of recovery steps 







Group: ACP vs. AWD 1.44 0.10 <0.001* 
Walk: Walk 4 vs. Walk1 -1.45 0.10 <0.001* 
n - the number of included participants (per group) with valid measures for the variable. 
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; SLr, step length response;  









Figure 2.1: Perturbation onset. The perturbations were initiated as lead leg vertical ground reaction force (VGRF) 
surpassed 15% of body weight.  Markers denote the points at which left Trip (a) and left Slip (b) perturbations 





a. Left trip 








Figure 2.2: Mean number of rail grabs in each group in Walk 1 and Walk 4. 
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability.  
      
 
Table 2.4a: Number of rail grabs for each participant, in Walk 1 and Walk 4.  
 Walk 1 Walk 4 
 
 Walk 1 Walk 4 
ACP1 - -  AWD1 - - 
ACP2 - -  AWD2 - - 
ACP3 1 -  AWD3 - - 
ACP4 1 -  AWD4 1 - 
ACP5 2 -  AWD5 - - 
ACP6 1 -  AWD6 - - 
ACP7 12 5  AWD7 - - 
ACP8 16 15  AWD8 - - 
ACP9 10 -  AWD9 - - 
ACP10 7 -  AWD10 - - 
ACP11 16 -  AWD11* 14 7 
ACP12 1 -  AWD12 - - 
ACP13 - -  AWD13 - - 
ACP14 1 -  AWD14 - - 
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability  
*AWD11 was removed from group analysis as an outlier. 
 
Table 2.4b: Number of rail grabs for each group by perturbation type and Walk. 
 
Slips.W1 Slips.W4 Trips.W1 Trips.W4 
ACP 44 11 24 9 
AWD 8 5 7 2 



























b. Mean number of rail grabs per group 




Figure 2.3a: Step length responses (SLr) - group means.  
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; Sh, shorter SLr;  
Ln, longer SLr; W1, Walk 1; W4, Walk 4. 
 
 
Figure 2.3b: Step length responses (SLr) - individual means.  
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; Short, shorter SLr;  
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Figure 2.4a: Stance time responses (STr) - group means.  
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; Sh, shorter SLr side;  
Ln, longer SLr side; W1, Walk 1; W4, Walk 4.  
 
    
Figure 2.4b: Stance time responses (STr) - individual means. 
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; Short, shorter SLr side;  
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Figure 2.5a: Number of recovery steps - group means.  
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; Sh, shorter SLr side;                          
Ln, longer SLr side; W1, Walk 1; W4, Walk 4.
 
Figure 2.5b: Number of recovery steps - individual means. 
Abbreviations: ACP, adults with cerebral palsy; AWD, adults without disability; Short, shorter SLr side;  






























ACP: Slip, number of recovery steps following  
shorter and longer SLr 
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shorter and longer SLr
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Supplement Material 1: Comparing SLrs of Responses with Rail Grab to SLrs of 
Responses without Rail Grabs.  
 
To assess if SLrs that were followed by a rail grab were different than SLrs of responses 
without rail grab, the mean SLr of responses with rail grab (WG) and responses without rail grab 
(WOG) was calculated for each participant that had both. The analysis was performed for slips, 
looking at the two responding sides separately.  Analyses was done only in ACP, since there 
were only 2 AWD who grab the rail during Walk 1, one of them grabbed the rail following all 
short SL side slips.  Analyses was not done for trips, since there were only 2 ACP who presented 
both responses with and without rail grabs.  
Two tailed t-test to compare the WG and WOG SLr means was conducted.  There were 
no significant differences between WG and WOG SLr means, which supported the decision to 
include all SLrs in analyses regardless of whether a rail grab occurred following the SLr. 
 














































Supplement Material 2: Mean Slip SLr of the Weaker and the Stronger Leg for ACP. 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Supplement Material 2: Mean step responses of the weaker and the stronger legs to slips.   
 
Most ACP performed a smaller mean slip SLr with their weaker leg, or the difference 
between sides was small. However, ACP6, 7, 12, and 13 performed the smaller or more negative 



















Mean Step Length Responses to Slips 
- Stronger and Weaker Leg
Weaker leg Stronger leg
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Supplement Material 3: Recovery Steps Identification Procedure. 
 
The identification of recovery steps was done using a semi-automated LabVIEW 
program.  The step length (SL) and stance time (ST) of the steps following the perturbation (not 
including the response-step) were compared consecutively to ST and SL averages from 5 regular 
steps from the same cycle on each side.  Comparing recovery steps to same cycle regular steps 
addressed the question of how many recovery steps are taken as the person is attempting to attain 
the regular gait observed in each cycle.   
The 5 chosen reference steps were usually the last five steps occurring prior to the next 
perturbation.  The five steps for each cycle were chosen manually while the program presented 
the standard deviation (SD) of the chosen STs and SLs and a graphic representation of GRF for 
fidelity.  If the last five steps contained an abnormal step, a close sequence of 5 steps was chosen 
while assuring the smallest SDs possible.  The comparison was done within each cycle, and not 
to the averages obtained from the regular walk prior to perturbations, since preliminary data 
showed some cycle-to-cycle variation in the values of the variables and their SDs for the chosen 
5 regular steps (Fig. 2.7).  Short range stride-to-stride variabilities exists in human gait42 and 
trying to compare to an average that may never occur during a specific cycle, could have created 
a bias in what was counted as recovery steps for that cycle.   
Preliminary data also showed that the SDs of 5 regular steps in each cycle ranged from 
0.005 to 0.05 for ST and SL, and from 4 to 50 for VGRF.  This range made it challenging to 
decide which multiplication of SD would best identify the observed recovery steps.  Averaging 
the SDs across cycles and using a range of +/- 3 SDavg around the average of the variable in each 
cycle yielded the best identification of observed recovery steps.  Video recordings were used 
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Figure 2.7. Supplement Material 3: ACP, means of five steps of left leg stance-time (ST) and 
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Mean SL and ST of re-established regular gait 
following each perturbation for ACP
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Supplement Material 4: Effect Size Analysis.  
Independent effect sizes (measured as d) for within-group Walk 1-Walk 4 differences. 
Analysis was done based on Westfall et al. who suggested an analysis for mixed effects 
models.40  Effect sizes are not provided when no significant differences were identified.  Cohen’s 
d is conventionally interpreted as: Small effect = 0.2; Medium Effect = 0.5, Large Effect = 0.8.41 
 
Table 2.6. Supplement Material 4: Effect sizes  









ACP      
SLr (Walk1-Walk4)  0.54  0.3  0.4   --- 
STr (Walk1-Walk4)   ---  ---  0.39  0.32 
#of recovery steps (Walk1-
Walk4) 
-0.85 -0.89 -0.9 -0.62 
     
AWD      
SLr (Walk1-Walk4)  0.8  0.3  0.45   --- 
STr (Walk1-Walk4)   ---   ---  0.85  0.44 
#of recovery steps (Walk1-
Walk4) 
-1.20 -0.59 -0.73 -0.72 




1.  Westfall J, Kenny DA, Judd CM. Statistical power and optimal design in experiments in 
which samples of participants respond to samples of stimuli. Journal of Experimental 
Psychology: General. 2014;143(5):2020-2045.  
 
2.  Cohen J. Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences. 2nd ed. Hillsdale, N.J. : L. 
Erlbaum Associates, c1988.; 1988. 
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CHAPTER 4: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MEASURES OF REACTIVE BALANCE 
RESPONSES TO BALANCE PERTURBATIONS DURING TREADMILL WALKING 
AND CLINICAL MEASURES OF BALANCE AND WALKING IN ADULTS WITH 
CEREBRAL PALSY. (MANUSCRIPT THREE) 
 
1. Introduction  
Cerebral palsy (CP) is the most common cause of chronic motor impairments in children, 
with a frequency of about 1/500 births.1 CP is defined as "a group of permanent disorders of the 
development of movement and posture, causing activity limitation, that are attributed to non-
progressive disturbances that occurred in the developing fetal or infant brain”.2 Children and 
adolescents, with CP who are ambulatory, have poorer balance control compared with peers 
without disabilities.  Most ambulant adolescents with CP maintain their functional status into 
early adulthood.3 In their mid-twenties and thirties, however, many adults with CP (ACP) report 
deterioration in walking abilities and balance, and an increase in the number of near-falls and 
falls.4–6 Even if balance and fall frequency remain unchanged, poor balance control in adulthood, 
compared with childhood, may have a greater impact on restricting participation in work and 
social life, and falls may have more detrimental psychological and physical consequences.7,8 
ACP reported that balance losses occur in daily life mainly during walking and turning.  
Placing the foot in a way that creates an insufficient base of support (BOS), failing to clear the 
foot sufficiently off the ground, or encountering obstacles that create destabilization are the most 
frequent circumstances that lead to losses of balance and falls during mobility.9 Inability to 
produce an effective motor response in a timely manner in these circumstances leads to falls or 
near falls.10–12 The efficiency of reactive balance responses during walking determines whether a 
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loss of balance during walking would result in a recovery or a fall.  However, clinical tests used 
to evaluate balance in ACP, assess self-initiated, planned movements (maintaining or changing 
body position and alignment) and reactive balance in standing, but do not evaluate reactive 
balance (the ability to restore balance following a sudden balance perturbation) during 
walking.5,13 Reactive balance responses are produced automatically following balance 
perturbations and are faster than volitional responses.14 
Clinical tools that assess walking and balance control during volitional movements help 
identify falls risk in some populations.  For example, in older adults specific cut-off scores for 
the  Berg Balance Scale score, Timed Up and Go, and 5 times sit-to-stand tests were identified as 
strong predictors of future falls.15 Self-reported measures of falls, function, psychological status, 
and medical history were also identified as indicators of falls risk in older adults and adults post 
stroke.15,16 Falling and poor balance is a multifactorial problem, requiring the use of multiple 
measures to assess the risk.  There is a need to narrow the range of possible indicators for falls 
risk and improve the models of falls risk prediction.15,16 Measures of reactive balance, that 
directly measure the response to a balance loss, were suggested to improve the precision of falls 
risk assessment.10,17  
There are considerably fewer studies on falls risk in ACP who ambulate.  There is some 
evidence regarding the relationships between clinical measures and falls history.  Stride length in 
fallers (≥1 fall in a year) was significantly smaller than in non-fallers.  This finding was linked to 
underlying body impairments such as spasticity, limited range of motion, and joint misalignment 
that could limit stride length as well as increase vulnerability to balance perturbations and foot 
clearance.5 In the same small group of ACP (n=17) the fallers had lower scores on BESTest 
sections which tested biomechanical constraints (strength and postural alignment) and reactive 
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balance responses in standing.  In another small sample (n=16) of ambulant ACP, the Four 
Square Step Test demonstrated a trend towards distinguishing between ACP that reported 
deterioration in walking and balance and those that did not.18  
Some clinical measures of balance and walking may be associated with falls risk in ACP.  
The total score of the BESTest and the scores on the sections evaluating reactive balance, 
sensory organization, and stability of gait demonstrated moderate correlations with the 
Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale – a self-reported measure of balance 
confidence in everyday life.18 Some gait parameters identified as associated with increased falls 
risk in older adults were also identified as associated with balance outcomes in ACP.19,20 
Increased percent of double support during the gait cycle and difficulty increasing gait speed 
over ground were found to be associated with lower total BESTest scores and lower score on the 
BESTest section evaluating anticipatory postural adjustments, and  postural responses in 
standing.5 In children with CP, a measure of dynamic gait stability was positively correlated with 
increased step width and viewed as a balance compensatory strategy.21  
Poor balance and falls may negatively affect balance confidence and lead to a reduction 
in the levels of daily activity.  In adults post stroke, ABC scores were found to moderate the 
relationship between walking capacity (measured by the functional gait assessment and oxygen 
consumption) and the amount of daily steps.22 In the same population, improvement in reactive 
balance responses following training increased ABC scores.23 This supports the need to explore 
the relationships between reactive balance responses, balance confidence and daily walking in 
ACP.  
Reactive balance responses during walking were previously measured by creating sudden 
horizontal translations of the treadmill (TM) walking surface, which displaced the center of mass 
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(COM) forward (trip perturbation), backwards (slip perturbation) or to the side (lateral 
perturbation), and quantifying the immediate changes in gait and dynamic balance control.24,25 
Reactive balance responses during walking have not been previously evaluated in ACP. Data 
from our pilot study showed that when experiencing slip perturbations during TM walking, ACP, 
compared with adults without disabilities (AWD), demonstrate a shorter or a more negative 
(back) step and need higher number of recovery steps to return to regular walking.(Levin, manuscript 2)  
When experiencing trip perturbations, ACP increased their response step forward more than 
AWD, however step length responses had small within-group variance.  The smaller impact of 
trips on regular gait suggested that the trip perturbations used were less challenging compared 
with the slips and that the measured responses to trips would not be sufficiently sensitive to 
reflect the different levels of balance.  Compared to AWD, ACP also demonstrated more rail 
grabs following all perturbations.  In both groups, participants grabbed more times following 
slips than following trips. (Levin, manuscript 2) Counting rails grabs following both trips and slips, 
compared with slips only, provided a broad range of scores which may be a more sensitive 
measure to assess falls risk in ACP.  
The goal of this study was to assess the relationships between (1) measures of balance 
and walking associated with falls risk and of reactive balance responses to unpredictable balance 
perturbations during treadmill (TM) walking in ACP and (2) measures of balance and walking 
and the reported number of falls.  Assessing these relationships addressed the question whether 
measures of reactive balance responses could help identify ACP with poorer balance and higher 
falls risk. The hypothesis of this study was that the number of perturbations following which a 
rail grab occurred, and the magnitude of step-length responses (SLr) to slip perturbations would 
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have moderate correlations with the following measures of balance, gait characteristics, and 
community-related ambulation:  
1. Measures of balance: (a) BESTest total score - a comprehensive evaluation of balance 
control (b) BESTest section IV score reactive balance responses in standing, (c) FSST and 
Timed Up & Go test (TUG) times – two short clinical tests of balance that require fast stepping, 
(d) ABC score – a measure of balance confidence.  
2. Measures of Gait: (a) percentage of increase from comfortable gait speed over ground 
(CGSOG) to fast gait speed over ground (FGSOG), (b) CGSOG step width, (c) CGSOG stride length, 
(d) larger CGSOG double support%, (c) percentage of decrease from CGSOG to comfortable gait 
speed on the treadmill (CGSTM). 
3. Community related ambulation:  mean and maximal daily step count and reported 
number of falls in the last year. 
Moderate correlations were hypothesized to reflect the impact of some common 
underlying impairments.  The lack of strong correlations was hypothesized to suggest that adding 
measures of reactive balance responses to the assessment battery would improve the validity of 




Fourteen participants completed the study.  Inclusion criteria were: 1) age 18-55 years, 2) 
diagnosis of spastic CP, 3) GMFCS-E&R Level I (able to walk in all settings with some balance 
and coordination impairments) or Level II (walking is limited in some settings),26 4) ability to 
walk for 10 minutes on the TM without holding onto the rail, and 5) ability to understand and 
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follow simple instructions in English.  Exclusion criteria were: 1) self-reported diagnosis or 
observed by evaluator signs of other neuromotor impairments (like ataxia, athetosis, dystonia), 2) 
recurrent episodes of debilitating musculoskeletal pain that affected gait  in the previous three 
months, 3) Botox to leg or back muscles in the past 3 months, 4) uncorrected vision or hearing 
deficits, 5) vestibular disorders, 6) medical conditions that limit the ability to exercise; 7) 
uncontrolled seizures, 8) second or third trimester pregnancy; 9) low impact fracture in the past 2 
yrs. 
This study was approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  All subjects signed an informed consent prior to 
participation. 
2.2 Procedures 
Following an initial phone screening, participants completed 2 sessions. 
Session I 
1. Collection of demographics and daily function data.  
2. Gait parameters: Participants completed four passes along a 20 ft. Zeno Walkway 
System1 at a comfortable gait speed (CGSOG) and 4 passes at a fast gait speed 
(FGSOG).
27 
3. Four Square Step Test (FSST): Following untimed practice trials, participants were 
timed performing the multidirectional stepping test twice.  Instructions were given 
and time was measured according to the published protocol.28 
 
1ProtoKinetics LLC, Havertown, PA. 
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4. Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) scale: Participants independently rated 
their confidence performing each of the 16 listed activities “without losing balance or 
becoming unsteady” from 0% (no confidence) to 100% (complete confidence).29 
5. Participants were asked about their falls history in the past year. 
6. Balance Evaluation Systems Test (BESTest): Participants completed 36 test items 
which were organized into 6 sections (Biomechanical Constraints, Stability Limits, 
Anticipatory Postural Adjustments, Postural Responses, Sensory Orientation, and 
Stability in Gait).30 Minor adaptations for the population with CP that were previously 
reported were implemented.31    
7. Daily step count: Participants were given a StepWatch activity monitor2  to wear on 
their ankle for 5 days during waking hours.  They received daily morning text 
reminders to put on the StepWatch.32 
8. Comfortable walking speed on the treadmill (CGSTM) was determined during a 10-
minute walk, using incremental adjustments of TM speed.  Participants started 
walking on the TM at about 50% of their CGSOG.  The speed was gradually increased 
by 0.05m/s, with times to adjust, until participants confirmed reaching a comfortable 
gait speed for TM walking.  The speed was increased one more time, followed by a 
reduction to their previously selected speed.  Participants were then asked to make the 









Participants completed one 10-minute TM walk at CGSTM.  A walk started with 2 
minutes of unperturbed walking, after which the participants experienced 16 standardized 
single leg stance phase balance perturbations.  Four right slips, four left slips, four right 
trips, and four left trips were produced by decelerating or accelerating the belt under the 
stance leg at 5m/s2 for 150ms followed by a return to CGSTM at 5m/s
2.24,25,33,34  The 
participants were blinded to the order of the side-type specific perturbations and the time 
gaps between them.  All perturbations were initiated by the system when the vertical 
ground reaction force from the stance leg following heel strike/ initial contact (HS) was at 
15% of body weight and elicited response at the early swing phase.  All participants were 
exposed to the same sequence of perturbations.  During all TM walks, participants were 
secured by a harness, but were fully weight bearing and were asked to try to avoid using 
the handrails to recover balance.35 Harness load was monitored using a load cell.  
Participants wore comfortable shoes and any orthoses used for everyday walking. 
 
Equipment used to collect reactive balance data:  testing was done on an instrumented 
split-belt treadmill (TM), equipped with force plates mounted below the belts (170x40cm each; 
Bertec Inc; Worthington, OH).  An 8-camera motion capture system (Vicon, Los Angeles, CA) 
recorded at 120Hz the 3-dimensional positions of 14-mm retro reflective markers placed on the 
back of the heels of participants’ shoes.  The system also captured the ground reaction forces 
(GRF) at 1080Hz from the force plates and the forces from a load cell which was connected to 
the harness system to detect weight bearing.  Data collection procedures have been previously 
published.36 All tests were videotaped. 
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2.3 Data processing 
1. BESTest items were scored using a 4-point scale from 0 (worst performance) to 3 (best 
performance).  The scores were summed for each section and for a total score and 
converted into percentages.30 Timed Up and Go test (TUG) was administered and scored 
(0-3) as an embedded BESTest item.  The time was documented and the best of the two 
trials used for analysis.  
2. FSST - the faster time of the 2 timed trials was used for analysis.29 
3. ABC responses were averaged to produce the percentage ABC total score.30   
4. Gait parameters: data were cleaned and processed using the PKMAS software to extract 
mean CGSOG, FGSOG, percent increase from CGSOG to FGSOG, CGSOG step width, 
CGSOG stride length (which was normalized to height), and percent of double support 
during CGSOG.
27 CGSTM was collected from TM operating system and the percentage 
decrease from CGSOG to CGSTM was calculated.
37 
5. Daily steps were determined using StepWatch standard software.  Minimal qualifying 
wear time was 3 days of at least 8 hours wear time per day.  Mean and maximal count of 
daily steps were extracted.38 
6.  Post perturbation rail grab responses were noted during session and confirmed using the 
video recording.  Responses to all 16 perturbations were included in the rail grab count.  
Forces from a load cell mounted above the harness were recorded and peak force 
exceeding 30% of body weight was defined as harness reliance.39 
7. Step-length response (SLr) to a slip perturbation was calculated as the distance in the 
anterior-posterior direction between the heel marker of the perturbed leg and the heel 
marker of the lead leg at heel strike.  The distance was then normalized by dividing it by 
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same-side mean step length obtained from 30s of unperturbed regular TM walking taking 
place before the beginning of the perturbations.  The normalized value provided a 
measure of the magnitude to which the perturbation modified the regular step length for 
each participant (SLr value of 1 equals a regular TM SL).  The mean SLr to same side-
same type perturbations was calculated from all 4 corresponding SLrs regardless of 
whether a rail grab occurred or not following the perturbation.  During a rail grab event, 
stepping-foot heel strike always occurred before the rail grab response.  SLrs that were 
followed by grab did not differ statistically from those of successful recoveries.(Levin, 
manuscript 2) Because of prevalent asymmetries and variation in motor control in ACP SLr 
was analyzed separately for each side.  The mean SLr for each side was classified based 
on magnitude of the disturbance as either the shorter SLr (smaller or more negative) or 
the longer SLr for each participant.  Such functional classification was previously used in 
adults post-stroke due to similar inconsistency between the paretic leg and the side of the 
step initiation.17   
Calculations were done using a custom LabVIEW3 program.  
2.4 Data analysis 
Descriptive statistics were calculated for all participants’ characteristics and outcome 
variables.  The relationships between the tests of balance and walking and the two measures of 
reactive balance were examined using Spearman’s rank correlation appropriate for non-
parametric data and not normally distributed data in a small sample size.  Measures of reactive 
balance responses included mean shorter and longer step-length responses following slip 
perturbations, and the number of grabs and harness weight bearing occurrences following all 
 
3National Instruments; Austin, TX. 
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perturbations.  Absolute correlation values from 1 to 0.90 were considered “very strong 
correlation”, below 0.9 to 0.7 “strong correlation”, and below 0.7 to 0.40 “moderate 
correlation”.40 For all data analyses R statistical software was used and significance level alpha 
was set at 0.05.41 
 
3. Results 
Participants included 6 males and 8 females, mean age (SD) 30.9(9) years; 5 were classified 
as GMFCS Level I and 9 as GMFCS Level II; using topographical classification, 5 were 
classified as hemiplegic, 8 as diplegic, and 1 as quadriplegic.  In 6 participants the right side was 
more affected, and in 8 the left side.  Mean (SD) height was 168.4(12.5) cm and mean (SD) 
weight was 68.1(12.8) kg (Table 1). 
Descriptive statistics of measures of balance, gait, daily steps, falls history and measures 
of reactive balance responses are presented in Table 2.  One participant (#7) used forearm 
crutches for balance support when walking outside.  However, inside, she was able to walk and 
perform all tests without crutches.  Her daily step count (mean=8002 steps, max=9932 steps) was 
omitted from analysis because of the additional balance support from the crutches while walking 
outside.  Two participants (#4 and #7) reported no falls in the past year.  Because of the small 
number of ACP that did not fall, and because having no falls could be related to participant’s 
precaution, avoidance behavior, or use of an assistive device and not necessarily to better 
balance, the analysis of the relationships between outcomes of balance and walking and the 
number of falls was done within fallers (number of falls≥1;  n=12). 
The mean shorter SLr was negative (-0.27 of same side mean SLTM) meaning that 
following the perturbation, the heel of the lead leg was placed behind the heel of the perturbed 
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stance leg.  The mean longer SLr was close to zero (-0.02 of same side SLTM) meaning the heel 
of the lead leg was placed next to the heel of the perturbed stance leg.  The mean shorter and 
longer SLrs were significantly different from each other, but had high correlation (rho=0.71).  
Three participants did not grab the rail at all, and 5 participants only grabbed following the first 
perturbation.  One participant grabbed twice, and the remaining 5 participants grabbed the rail 
following from seven to all sixteen perturbations.  No reliance on safety harness to recover 
balance was recorded. 
Spearman’s rank correlation analyses (Table 3.3) indicated that lower BESTest Total and 
section IV scores, lower CGSTM, larger decrease from CGSOG to CGSTM, smaller CGSOG step 
width, lower mean and maximum daily step counts, and a higher number of rail grabs were 
moderately associated with smaller or more negative SLrs on both sides.  Higher TUG times, and 
smaller increase from CGSOG to FGSOG were moderately associated with the smaller or more 
negative SLr on the longer SLr side.   
Higher reported number of falls among fallers (Table 3.4) was moderately correlated with 
higher number of rail grabs, smaller or more negative SLr on both sides, lower ABC scores, 
smaller increase from CGSOG to FGSOG, and a larger decrease from CGSOG to CGSTM.  
 
4. Discussion  
Reactive balance engages fast, automatic neuronal paths which are not engaged in the 
control of balance during volitional movements.  In this study, the SLrs, a measure of the 
magnitude of disturbance to the regular gait step length caused by the slip perturbation during 
walking, had the highest moderate correlation with reactive balance responses in standing 
(BESTest section IV).  Similar to SLrs to slip, section IV evaluates reactive balance in standing 
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mostly in the sagittal plane.  As hypothesized, some clinical measures of balance and walking 
(BESTest Total, CGSTM, the amount of decrease from CGSOG to CGSTM, step width during 
CGSOG, and mean and maximum daily step counts) had moderate correlations with SLr.  These 
moderate correlations can be attributed to common underlying neuromotor components affecting 
both anticipatory and reactive balance control.  TUG time and the amount of increase from 
CGSOG to FGSOG had moderate correlation only with the longer SLr.  People with asymmetrical 
deficits may rely more on the “better side” for function.  Consequently, a poorer stepping 
performance of the “better side” may be more detrimental to the ability to increase gait speed – a 
capacity needed for TUG and FGS.    
CGSTM and the magnitude of decrease from CGSOG to CGSTM had moderate (positive and 
negative respectively) correlations with SLrs on both sides.  CGSTM was significantly lower than 
CGSOG (mean difference = -0.34 m/s; p < 0.01) and there was a moderate correlation between 
CGSOG and CGSTM, (rho=0.51), meaning not all participants reduced their comfortable speed on 
the TM to the same extent.  Young and older AWD were previously reported to prefer a slower 
CGSTM compared with their CGSOG (13% slower for older adults, and 8% slower for young 
adults).  On the TM, AWD also increased percentage of stance phase and double support, and 
reduced push off compared with over ground gait.  These changes were interpreted as safety-
related adaptations to higher balance demands during TM walking.37 In our study, ACP on 
average, had a 29% reduction from CGSOG to CGSTM, which could have been the direct 
expression of the balance deficits, or secondary to reduced balance confidence, which affected 
CGSTM preference, as a preparation for possible losses of balance.  There was a moderate 
correlation between the magnitude of the speed reduction and the ABC scores (rho = -0.48).  The 
correlation between the magnitude of the speed reduction and the poorer SLr underscores the 
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need to assess all aspects of walking related balance in different conditions, and that the ACP’s 
perception of the ability to respond during more challenging conditions may be a significant 
component that affects function and participation choices.  
Most ACP (12/14) in our sample experienced at least one fall in the past year (=fallers). 
Since there were only two ACP that had no falls in the previous year, we were not able to 
compare between fallers and non-fallers.  The mean ABC score of the fallers was 74.5, which 
was higher than the cut-off score of 66.5 that identified patients post stroke who were fallers.42  
Many ACP experience falls from childhood, and their balance confidence in everyday life may 
be less affected compared with patients post stroke that did not experience falls before the stroke.  
Morgan found no different in measures of balance (BESTest total and section scores) and no 
difference in gait characteristics (except stride length in CGS and FGS) between fallers and non-
fallers ACP.5  Lower mean ABC score (=62) was demonstrated by a small group of ACP (n=8) 
who were fallers and also reported a deterioration in walking and balance.18 That sample was 
slightly older (39 yrs. compared with 32.6 yrs. in our sample) and only had ACP that were 
classified as GMFCS II.  It is possible that for ACP, a functional deterioration is associated with 
an increase in the number of falls (and not to a change from being a non-faller to a faller).  It is 
also possible that if the severity of injuries following the experienced falls increases, balance 
confidence would be affected.   
In our sample, fallers with a higher reported number of falls had poorer SLrs and grabbed 
the rail more times.  Larger disturbance caused by the perturbation to step length during walking 
required more steps to recover balance and created a more burdening experience.(Levin, manuscript 2) 
When experiencing real-life perturbations, that may be of larger magnitude than in our study, 
poorer reactive balance may lead to less controlled falls and more severe injuries.  More rail 
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grabs in those who reported more falls could be interpreted as a poorer ability to recover balance 
without the use of upper extremities, or as a more cautious strategy, that readily recruits upper 
extremity reaching to recover balance – reflecting less balance confidence.  In our sample, ABC 
scores had moderate correlation with the number of falls among fallers (rho=-0.59) and the 
number of falls in the full sample (rho=-0.72).  This supports the need to consider the number of 
falls, as well as the efficiency of reactive balance responses when evaluating what affects 
balance confidence and everyday function in ACP.   
 In our sample, SLrs had moderate correlation with the mean and maximum daily step 
counts.  However, mean daily step count had no correlation, and maximum daily step count had 
a weak correlation with the number of falls.  We did not collect reports about perceived 
deterioration in balance and walking, nor did our sample have sufficient number of ACP that had 
no falls in the past year, so it is yet to be determined why daily step counts had a relationship to 
SLrs, but not with the number of falls.  It is possible that underlying body functions that 
contribute to poorer SLrs, also increase energetic cost of walking, pain, endurance or other 
factors that affect the amount of daily walking.  Future studies need to explore which 
impairment-related changes in ACP reduce balance confidence and lead to a reduction in activity 
and to participation restrictions.  An increase in the number of falls and near-falls, and more 
severe fall outcomes, due to a deterioration in the ability to respond to unpredictable balance 
perturbations, may be significant factors that lead to self-imposed reduction in mobility and 
participation.  Considering the moderate correlation of all measures of reactive balance with the 
number of falls among fallers, measures of reactive balance need to be included in future 
research that evaluates falls risk and risk of balance and walking related deterioration.  
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Several measures of balance (FSST and ABC(, and gait (CGSOG, stride length and double 
support % during CGSOG) that previously were found to reflect poorer balance control in ACP 
did not correlate with the measures of reactive balance in this study.  The FSST includes side 
stepping and requires cognitive effort to follow the sequence.  This may explain why, unlike the 
TUG, this more complex test of stepping and balance had a low correlation with reactive 
balance.  The ABC had a moderate correlation with falls, but not with the measures of reactive 
balance in this study.  As suggested above, it is possible that some ACP in this relatively young 
group were used to falling and did not yet reach the age or the stage of functional deterioration in 
which falls affect balance confidence.  It is also possible that some of the falls in this group 
occurred in circumstances that were not presented in the ABC questionnaire – such as stepping 
off and onto sidewalks, walking on uneven surfaces, and while being engaged in attention 
demanding activities.  We previously suggested that the ABC, that was developed for older 
adults, may need to be revised for the broader age range of ACP.31   
4.1 Limitations 
There are several limitations to this study.  The small sample of convenience of ambulant 
ACP was heterogeneous in type, topographical distributions and GMFCS levels, therefore, 
generalization of the results to all ambulant ACP is limited.  A larger sample would allow 
stratification by GMFCS, topographical classification and the assessment on how these influence 
balance and function.  ACP demonstrate various gait patterns that may influence the position of 
the COM, the size of the BOS, and foot position in swing and subsequently the reactive balance 
responses.  The analysis did not account for differences in CGSTM, the position of the COM 
relative to the BOS, and the position of the foot at the time of perturbation initiation (which was 
initiated based on vertical GRF = 15% of body weight).  Future studies should explore how these 
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affect the stepping response.  Finally, the time from the last fall, that potentially could impact 
ABC scores was not collected. 
 
5. Conclusions and Clinical Significance 
This study supported the presence of moderate correlations between a number of clinical 
measures of balance and walking that reflect balance control during volitional movement and 
measures of reactive balance during walking.  All measures of reactive balance and only a few 
clinical measures had moderate correlation with the number of falls in fallers.  These findings 
suggest that some underlying functional deficits may impact both anticipatory and reactive 
balance control.  However, since measures of reactive balance capture additional aspects of 
balance control beyond those captured by the assessed clinical measures, reactive balance 
responses should be directly measured to increase the validity of a comprehensive balance 
evaluation.   
  Currently, there are no cut-off scores for clinical outcomes of balance and walking for 
ACP that predict increased falls risk and the risk of a functional deterioration.  Including 
measures of reactive balance responses in addition to other measures of balance and walking 
could increase that precision of such predictive models.  Future studies should examine 
additional measures of reactive balance responses to various perturbations, i.e. varying 
directions, intensities and walking conditions, and to develop feasible tools to evaluate reactive 
balance during walking in clinical settings. There is also a need for intervention studies that 
target reactive responses during walking and assess the impact of such interventions on clinical 
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1  29 F I Hemiplegia R 168 59  
2  44 M II Diplegia L 173 82  
3  41 F II Diplegia L 161 63  
4  24 M I Hemiplegia L 175 97  
5  36 F II Diplegia R 170 63  
6 21 M II Diplegia L 173 54 AFOs 
7 29 F II Diplegia L 155 62 Forearm crutches 
8 37 M II Diplegia R 196 90  
9 25 F II Hemiplegia R 155 64 R insert & wedge lift 
10 19 F I Hemiplegia R 175 56 R shoe insert 
11 43 F I Diplegia R 178 67 R wedge lift; L SMO 
12 21 M I Hemiplegia L 147 72  
13 38 M II Quadriplegia L 175 63  
14 25 F II Diplegia L 157 61  
 






Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics of outcome measures 
            Mean  (SD)       Range 
Measures of balance and walking (units of measure)  
 
BESTest Total (%) 75.40 (12.51) 52.78 - 91.67 
BESTest Sec.IV: postural responses (%) 70.24 (20.28) 27.78 - 100 
TUG (s)  9.39 (2.18)* 7.19 - 14.00 
FSST (s) 13.14 (5.31) 6.84 - 23.70 
ABC (%) 76.58 (11.28) 51.25 - 93.13 
CGSOG (m/s) 1.17 (0.20) 0.78 - 1.61 
CGSOG to FGSOG increase (m/s)  0.35 (0.18)*   0.15 - 0.72 
CGSTM (m/s) 0.83 (0.20) 0.50 - 1.20 
CGSOG to CGSTM decrease (%) 28.88 (13.04) 11.54 - 53.10 
Step width (m, during CGSOG) 0.14 (0.07) 0.03 - 0.24 
Stride length (normalized to height, during CGSOG) 0.75 (0.11) 0.55 - 0.93 
Double support (% of gait cycles during CGSOG) 28.72 (3.71) 22.53 - 35.27 
Mean daily steps (n=13) 6280 (1900) 2066 - 8734 
Max. daily steps (n=13) 8780 (2762) 3522 - 11838 
Falls/ year in fallers (n=12) 13.50 (14.24)* 1.00 - 52 
 
Reactive balance responses       
Longer SLr -0.02 )0.29 ( -0.45 - 0.54 
Shorter SLr  -0.27 )0.29 ( -0.70 - 0.20 
Number of grabs (out of 16 perturbations)  4.79 )6.04(* 0.00 - 16 
Abbreviations: BESTest, Balance Evaluation Systems Test; FRT, functional reach test; TUG, Timed Up and Go; 
FSST Four Square Step Test; ABC, Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale; CGSOG, comfortable gait speed 
over ground; FGSOG, fast gait speed over ground; CGSTM comfortable gait speed on the treadmill; SLr, mean step 
length response (normalized to same side SLTM : mean longer SLTM =0.46 (0.1) m, mean shorter SLTM =0.44 
(0.09) m).  








Table 3.3: Spearman's rank correlation analyses 
 
 








 Mean longer SLr Mean shorter SLr number of rail grabs 
       rho
 p value     rho p value   rho p value              
BESTest Total 0.52ǂ 0.06 0.45ǂ 0.11 -0.30 0.30 
BESTest Sec.IV: postural responses 0.59ǂ 0.03* 0.62ǂ 0.02* -0.39 0.16 
TUG -0.56ǂ 0.04* -0.28 0.33 0.09 0.75 
FSST -0.36  0.21 -0.30 0.30 0.03 0.93 
ABC -0.09 0.75 0.02 0.96 -0.03 0.93 
CGSOG 0.10 0.73 -0.05 0.88 0.32 0.27 
CGSOG to FGSOG increase 0.41ǂ 0.15 0.33 0.25 -0.24 0.49 
CGSTM 0.53ǂ 0.05* 0.50ǂ 0.07 -0.22 0.45 
CGSOG to CGSTM %decrease -0.55ǂ 0.04* -0.59ǂ 0.03* 0.36 0.20 
Step width during CGSOG -0.42ǂ 0.13 -0.40ǂ 0.17 0.26 0.38 
Stride length during CGSOG 0.36 0.20 0.29 0.31 0.08 0.80 
Double support % during CGSOG -0.36 0.20 -0.07 0.82 0.12 0.70 
Mean daily steps (n=13) 0.50ǂ 0.08 0.45ǂ 0.12 0.11 0.72 
Max. daily steps (n=13) 0.52ǂ 0.07 0.48ǂ 0.10 -0.07 0.80 
Falls/ year in fallers (n=12) -0.49ǂ 0.11 -0.52ǂ 0.03* 0.60ǂ 0.04* 






Table 3.4: Spearman's rank correlation analyses - number of falls in fallers   
Moderate rank correlation (n=12)     rho    p-value Weak or no rank correlation (n=12)       rho      p-value 
Reactive Balance Responses 
Rail grabs  0.60ǂ 0.04*    
Longer SLr  -0.49ǂ 0.11   
Shorter SLr -0.62ǂ 0.03*   
 
Balance measures  
ABC -0.59ǂ 0.04* TUG 0.19 0.55 
   FSST  0.29 0.35 
   BESTest Total -0.27 0.40 
   BESTest S.IV: postural responses -0.33 0.29 
Gait paraments  
CGSOG to FGSOG increase 0.42ǂ 0.17 CGSOG 0.18 0.58 
CGSOG to CGSTM %decrease 0.64ǂ 0.03* Step width during CGSOG 0.13 0.69 
   Stride length during CGSOG -0.01 0.98 
   Double support during CGSOG 0.02 0.51 
   CGSTM -0.38 0.22 
Daily step count 
   Mean daily steps  -0.09 0.79 
   Max. daily steps  -0.30 0.34 







CHAPTER 5: SYNTHESIS 
The purpose of this dissertation was to describe reactive balance responses during 
walking in ambulant adults with cerebral palsy in relation to other aspects of balance and 
walking.  The dissertation was presented in the form of three manuscripts. 
 
Summary of Findings 
Manuscript One: Test-Retest Reliability and Minimal Detectable Change for Measures  
of Balance and Gait in Adults with Cerebral Palsy. 
Aim: To establish estimates of test-retest reliability and minimal detectable change (MDC) 
values on a sample of ambulant adults with CP (ACP) for (a) The Balance Evaluation 
Systems Test (BESTest) and (b) the Four Square Step Test (FSST) as measures of 
balance, (c) The Activities-specific Balance Confidence scale (ABC) and (d) the 
Modified Fall Efficacy Scale (MFES) as measures of balance confidence, and (e) 
spatiotemporal gait parameters over ground at comfortable gait speed (CGS) and fast gait 
speed (FGS). 
Findings: ACP demonstrated stable test-retest performance on the evaluated outcome 
measures.  ICC values of most outcome measures reflected good to excellent single-rater 
test-retest reliability.  ICC values of the coefficients of variation (%CV) of gait 
parameters reflected mostly moderate to poor test-retest reliability.  Most outcome scores 
were broadly distributed over scale ranges, and therefore appropriate for the assessment 
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of balance and gait of ACP.  The calculated MDC values were clinically acceptable, 
considering the heterogeneity of performance in the population, and can be used to 
evaluate whether observed changes between tests exceed the expected random test-retest 
variations in this population.  Scores for BESTest section II (Stability Limits) and section 
V (Sensory Orientation), MFES, and ABC scale (to a lesser degree) were clustered within 
the higher range. This indicates that these measures may not be sensitive enough to 
capture the functional variability, reflect deficits in the performance of more demanding 
tasks, and that further studies are needed to improve the precision and responsiveness of 
these scales. 
 
Manuscript two: Reactive Balance Responses to Repeated Surface Perturbations during 
Treadmill Walking in Adults with Cerebral Palsy and Adults without Disabilities.   
Aims:  
1. To compare the reactive balance responses to balance perturbations applied during 
treadmill (TM) walking of ACP and age and gender-matched adults without disabilities 
(AWD). 
2. To measure the changes in reactive balance responses of ACP following exposure to 
repeated balance perturbations while walking on a TM, and compare these to changes in 
reactive balance responses of AWD.   
Findings: ACP demonstrated poorer reactive balance responses to unpredictable balance 
perturbations during TM walking than AWD.  Both groups improved their responses 
following repeated exposure to balance perturbations.  For both groups, slip perturbations 
were more challenging and resulted in a larger disruption to regular gait than trips of 
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similar intensity.  Compared with trips, responses to slips reflected a greater disruption to 
the gait of ACP.  Both groups demonstrated larger improvements in response to slips 
following repeated exposure to the perturbations.  The changes in the measured responses 
following exposure reflected a reduction in the disturbance created by the perturbation to 
the regular gait and suggested that participants improved their ability to counter the 
disturbances.  The changes may be an indication that participants were engaged in motor 
learning, though retention and transfer were not tested. 
 
Manuscript three: Relationships between Measures of Reactive Balance Responses to 
Balance Perturbations during Treadmill Walking and Clinical Measures of Balance and 
Walking in Adults with Cerebral Palsy. 
Aim: To determine the relationships between clinical measures of balance, gait parameters, 
community walking, and reported falls and measures of reactive balance responses during 
walking (the number of balance perturbations that resulted in a rail grab to recover 
balance and step length responses following slip perturbations).  
Findings: There were moderate correlations between measures of reactive balance responses 
to balance perturbations during treadmill walking and some of the clinical measures of 
balance, gait parameters, daily walking, and reported falls.  Reactive balance responses, 
but not other clinical measures of balance, had moderate correlations with the number of 
falls in ACP with falls history.  These relationships suggested that underlying body 
functions may contribute to both active and reactive balance control.  The lack of strong 
relationships suggests that measures assessing balance during volitional movements 
cannot substitute tests that directly measure reactive balance responses in ACP.  
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Including measures of reactive balance responses in addition to other measures of 
balance, gait, daily walking and falls is expected to result in a more comprehensive 
evaluation of balance and walking and in a stronger predictive model of functional 
deterioration and falls risk.   
 
Significance of Findings 
This project adds to the evidence on balance deficits in ACP.  Gait and balance in ACP 
were previously evaluated and deficits were identified, but the reliability of the tools had not 
been established.  Assessing test-retest reliability allowed the calculation of minimal detectable 
change (MDC) values.  MDC values can assist in longitudinal clinical follow-ups and in 
assessing the effects of interventions.  Reliable outcome measures and knowledge of MDC 
values are expected to enhance the provision of quality care for ACP.   
The moderate relationships between some clinical measures of balance and walking and 
the length of the step of the responding leg (SLr) provided external validation for the use of this 
measure of reactive balance in ACP.  The lack of strong relationships indicated that measures of 
reactive balance add information about balance control above and beyond the contribution of the 
evaluated clinical measures.  Feasible measures of reactive balance have to be developed to 
allow for a comprehensive evaluation of balance and walking in clinical settings.  Expanding the 
toolbox to include measures of reactive balance could also help construct better prediction 
models of function and falls risk in this population.  Carty et al. reported that balance recovery 
using multiple steps (vs. a single step) was an independent predictor of falls in community 
dwelling older adults, above and beyond the prediction of a clinical measure that assessed vision, 
sensation, leg strength, reaction time, postural sway and the ability to maintain balance during 
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planned movement (Physiological Profile Assessment).42 Mansfield reported that several 
characteristics of the stepping response (including response step length) predicted poorer 
function and falls in adults post stroke.43  
While there is evidence that measures of reactive balance could advance quality of care, 
there is a barrier to clinical implementation.  Most existing measures rely on high-tech 
equipment that is unavailable to most clinical providers. Madigan et al. developed an observation 
rating tool that assesses responses to induced trips on a treadmill in older adults.44 Additional 
studies are needed to develop reliable and feasible clinical measures to asses reactive balance 
during walking in various populations.  This project tested a number of lab-based measures that 
could be used in translational studies.  For example, the number of steps needed to re-establish 
regular gait was calculated based on kinematic data; however, video recordings were used to 
corroborate findings.  The reliability of low-tech video recording as a single measure to identify 
and count recovery steps in clinical settings should be determined.  Foot switches and electronic 
walkways are other clinical tools that have divergent potential uses for the evaluation of balance 
responses during walking.    
Several “exceptional” cases in this small heterogeneous sample of ACP highlighted the 
need to look beyond population-based means and predictions and to assess individual life 
circumstance and personal choices and goals.  One participant with quadriplegic CP (ACP13) 
frequently performed community ambulation on uneven ground.  He had low scores on BESTest 
items related to static balance and on the ABC questionnaire and reported 5 falls in the past year 
and multiple near-falls.  However, he recovered his balance without grabbing the rail in response 
to all balance perturbations and demonstrated a notable reduction in the number of recovery steps 
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following repeated exposure.  It is possible that his frequent mobility on uneven surfaces and his 
experience with near falls influenced his reactive balance abilities.   
Another participant with diplegic CP (ACP7) was using forearm crutches for community 
ambulation due to balance concerns, but was very active as reflected by her report and daily step 
count.  She had relatively low scores on the clinical balance measures (completed without 
crutches) and poor reactive balance responses, but reported she had no falls, since she was using 
the crutches.  Following exposure to balance perturbations, she reduced the number of rail grabs 
from 12 in Walk 1 to 5 in Walk 4 and increased her SLr, but had no notable change in the 
number of recovery steps.  A third participant with diplegic CP (ACP8) was walking without an 
assistive device.  He worked in a balance challenging environment (auto workshop), had about 2 
falls per months, scored low on all clinical measures, and had low daily step count.  In Walk 1, 
he grabbed the rail in response to all 16 perturbations and had a negative SLr to slips.  He 
demonstrated a very small change in his responses following repeated exposure, grabbing the rail 
in response to 15 perturbations and demonstrating a more negative SLrs to slips (increasing BOS 
backwards, away from the direction of walking).  While improving reactive balance responses 
may be readily achieved with training and could be key to improve the different aspects of 
ambulation of ACP7 and ACP13, other deficits in addition to reactive balance responses may 
need to be addressed to improve the functional status of ACP8.  These cases underline that 
intervention should be patient-centered and determined following a comprehensive evaluation 
which takes into account functional and psycho-social factors that affect participation and 
community integration.45  
Some of the findings regarding reactive balance responses of ACP in comparison with 
AWD are particularly noteworthy.  The variance of the 4 responses to same type-same side 
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perturbations was slightly higher in ACP, but not to the extent that it required accounting for 
group-specific random effects.  The similarity in response variances is surprising considering the 
high variability in muscle recruitment synergies during walking and in gait parameters of 
individuals with CP.40,41 Reactive balance responses recruit “emergency” resources that may be 
directly proportional to the magnitude of the interference, and may be less affected by factors 
that impact the ability to maintain continuous coordination of muscle synergies during regular 
gait.  Still, some higher variability was demonstrated by ACP and following exposure to balance 
perturbations, there was a clinically observed reduction in their variety of stepping response 
patterns used to recover from slips.  Variability of responses is of interest, since more varied 
responses increase the chance that some would be ineffective in preventing falls in everyday life.  
Achieving consistent efficient responses should be explored as a goal for interventions that target 
reactive balance responses.  
In this project, both ACP and AWD improved response gait variables by a similar 
magnitude.  Response gait variables were normalized relative to gait parameters of each 
participant to allow comparison of the deviations caused by the perturbations to the regular gait.  
This type of analysis eliminated absolute values.  When evaluated using absolute length values 
(adjusted to height), the SLs of AWD were longer compared with CP, meaning that ACP 
responded with a smaller BOS before and after exposure.  Following exposure, both groups 
reduced the number of recovery steps, but ACP still required more steps to re-establish regular 
gait; thus, while improved, their responses remained less efficient than those of AWD.  
Nevertheless, the similarities in relative changes in both groups are of importance for future 
research.  They show that ACP can modify responses and lead to the question whether with 
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additional exposure, ACP could further improve the efficiency of their responses and retain 
changes over time. 
In both groups, responses to slips revealed that slips were more challenging than trips and 
prompted more changes with exposure.  Yoo at al. exposed AWD to higher intensity slip and trip 
perturbations than in our study and found larger deviations in joint angles and moments in 
response to slips compared with trips.47 It is plausible that with increasing intensities of trips, the 
gap in responses between AWD and ACP would increase and also that larger disturbance to 
regular gait would prompt a larger improvement with exposure.   
There may be a point beyond which perturbations would be too challenging for ACP, and 
they would not be able to improve their responses.  Exploring perturbation intensities and the 
amount of error that is prompting positive change in individuals is important to interventions.  A 
recent study demonstrated that children with CP adapted their stepping responses better when 
perturbations during TM walking created small variable errors as opposed to fixed high intensity 
perturbations that created large errors.48 The amount of variability, intensity, and allowable error 
that would optimize learning processes to achieve a permanent transfer of skills, to successfully 
resolve everyday balance challenges in ambulant ACP has to be investigated.49    
ACP demonstrated a positive change in their reactive balance responses following a 
relatively short exposure, suggesting that perturbation-based balance training may be used as an 
intervention to reduce falls risk, increase balance confidence, and improve community-based 
mobility.27,50 Perturbation-based balance training may also be beneficial for children with CP.  
Children with CP were shown to have a poorer reactive response in standing compared with 
peers, but they also demonstrated the ability to improve responses following repeated intense 
exposure.  Their gait reflects reduced selective motor control and there are a number of 
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characteristics that may affect the efficiency of reactive balance responses during walking, such 
as reduced step length and step velocity and increased joint flexion in the lower extremities in 
mid-stance.51 Considering the relative ease of incorporating manual balance perturbations during 
therapy, reactive balance responses during walking and the outcomes of reactive balance training 
in children with CP should be studied. 
 
Strengths and Limitations 
Strengths 
1. A comprehensive assessment of balance, gait, and walking in a sample of ambulant 
adults with CP.  
2. Estimates of test-retest reliability established for clinical outcome measures of balance 
and gait used to study functional status of ACP.  Minimal detectable change values 
established to support the evaluation of individuals in clinical and research settings. 
3. Identification of measures of reactive balance during walking in ACP, which help define 
deficits, able to reflect changes following exposure to repeated balance perturbations, and 
correlate with clinical balance measures and count of falls.  
4. Evidence about changes to reactive balance responses during walking following exposure 
to repeated balance perturbations in ACP - a population with balance deficits that was not 
previously examined.  
Limitations 
1. The small sample of ACP was heterogeneous in type, topographical distributions, and 
GMFCS levels and was not representative of all ambulant ACP.  Therefore, 
generalization of the results is limited, and clinicians should apply clinical reasoning and 
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a client-centered approach when using these outcome measures to evaluate ambulant 
ACP.  
2. The standardization of perturbations (which were initiated when front leg vertical GRF 
was at 15% of body weight and had a defined acceleration and duration) did not assure 
identical gait cycle timing of the perturbations within and between participants.  The 
analysis did not account for the position of the COM relative to the BOS at the initiation 
of each perturbation.   
3. ACP demonstrated various gait patterns that might have affected the position of the 
COM, the size of the BOS, and the foot position in swing at the moment of the 
perturbation.  Gait pattern characteristics might have influenced the initial response and 
the optimization process of the recovery strategy.  Secondary to the small sample size, the 
analysis did not account for the magnitude of asymmetry, foot position, position of the 
COM relative to the BOS at the time of perturbation, nor for the variability in gait speed 
among participants.  However, some distinctions between types of changes with exposure 
were discussed.     
4. SLr, and STr were normalized relative to the regular TM gait parameters for each 
participant to assess the magnitude of the impact of perturbations on regular gait.  An 
analysis using dimensional units may have provided additional comparisons between 







Balance outcome measures 
  There is a need to identify possible modifications to several BESTest items and their 
scoring in order to improve their precision and responsiveness to changes in ACP.  The mini-
BESTest (a reduced version of the BESTest) should be evaluated for reliability and precision in 
ACP.  If appropriate for this population, its use could increase the feasibility of a comprehensive 
evaluation in clinical settings, which often face time constraints. Modifying the ABC 
questionnaire, which was developed for older AWD, to include situations that better reflect real-
life challenges to balance encountered by ambulant ACP could improve the precision and 
responsiveness to changes in balance confidence in this population.  For all measures, 
establishing minimal clinically important difference (MCID) values, which reflect perceived 
changes in everyday function, would also be beneficial in evaluating interventions and monitor 
changes in functional status.  
Falls and near falls are frequent events in the lives of ACP and their frequency may 
change depending on weather, type of activities, work or school circumstances, increasing 
disability, etc. A one-year recall of falls may not be a reliable method of evaluation in this 
population.  Falls and near falls are important real-life outcomes and there is a need to establish 
which monitoring tools, used at which frequency, would provide reliable data.52 New 
methodology to measure falls and near falls in real-time is emerging and may be appropriate for 
studies in ACP.53  
Measures of reactive balance  
Future studies need to examine additional measures of reactive responses, including 
kinetic and kinematic assessment of trunk and lower extremity movement, COM position, and 
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margins of stability.  Reactive balance measures that can be easily used in clinical settings to 
assess falls risk and monitor change also have to be identified.  Studies evaluating measures of 
reactive balance should account for functional and diagnosis-based variability in ACP, for their 
effect on gait speed, gait patterns and recovery strategies.  
Balance deficits and falls are affecting the lives of individuals with CP since childhood.  
The study of reactive balance responses during walking should be expanded to include 
adolescents and children to identify how age and development are modifying responses and 
whether interventions to improve reactive balance in children or adolescents are beneficial.  
Interventions 
Studies are needed to evaluate whether improvement in reactive balance responses 
following exposure to repeated perturbations are retained over time and whether the improved 
abilities transfer to divergent tasks and to real life function.  There is a need to explore the 
efficacy of intervention protocols, identify the optimal intensity, variability of practice, and 
inclusion of environmental and cognitive challenges54 suitable for different levels of function.  
Finally, future studies should evaluate the effects of balance perturbation training during walking 
on clinical outcomes of balance, gait, functional performance, falls, and near falls in ACP and in 




APPENDIX 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction: Conceptualizing Balance  
Most gross motor functions involve coordination of posture and movement for task 
specific goals.  Posture refers to the alignment of body segments relative to each other and to the 
alignment of the body relative to the external environment.  During movement, while segments 
move relative to one another and through space to meet task requirements, balance (/postural) 
control adjusts muscle activity and segmental alignment to counter the effects of gravity.  
Balance control supports the intended interaction of the body with the environment in which 
perception and action occur.1  
During motor tasks that are either primarily static (aimed at maintaining position), or 
primarily dynamic (aimed at changing position), body segments are organized so that the center 
of mass (COM) is controlled relative to the base of support (BOS).  When successful, such 
organization prevents involuntary loss of alignment caused by gravity or other external forces.2,3 
Control of COM relative to BOS is a complex task-dependent process.  It is manifested in three 
types of motor activities that may be performed simultaneously: (a) maintaining desired 
segmental alignments against gravity, (b) voluntarily changing and achieving new segmental 
alignments and body alignment in space, and (c) reactively changing segmental alignments and 
body alignment in space following unanticipated external disturbances, such as slips, trips or 
pushes, to restore state of balance.4,5 Everyday movements involve all three motor activities, and 
all aspects of balance control are necessary for optimal functional outcomes.  Balance control 
employs the vestibular, somatosensory, visual, cognitive and musculoskeletal systems.6 
Impairments in any of the systems or in their coordination may hinder balance control and lead 
to increased falls risk. 
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Horak et al. presented a model of six interacting systems underlying balance control (Fig. 
APPEND.1.1). This model was used to develop a comprehensive balance assessment - the 
Balance Evaluation Systems Test (BESTest).7 Each defined balance control system may employ 
several neurophysiological mechanisms, but evaluating each defined system was suggested to 
















The terms “balance control” and “postural control” are often used interchangeably in the 
literature.  In this dissertation, the term “balance control” is used to denote any change or effort 
to maintain whole-body and segmental alignment employed to counter the effects of external 
 
Figure APPEND.1.1: Model summarizing systems 
underlying postural control corresponding to sections of the 
Balance Evaluation Systems Test (BESTest).   




forces on the body.  Direct quotes worded with “postural control” were not changed.  The focus 
of the project is to identify reactive balance responses aimed at restoring balance control during 
walking in ACP.  
  
Cerebral Palsy  
Etiology and Prevalence 
 “Cerebral palsy (CP) describes a group of disorders of the development of movement 
and posture, causing activity limitations attributed to a non-progressive disturbance that occurred 
in the developing fetal or infant brain.”8  The prevalence of the diagnosis is 2.11 per 1000 live 
births (95% confidence interval 1.98-2.25) worldwide.9 The prevalence in the US is estimated to 
be 2.9 per 1000 children.10  
Life Expectancy 
Similar to the general US population, there is a trend of improved survival among 
ACP.11,12  Sixty percent of individuals with CP in the US are over twenty years.13 The survival 
rate of ACP who retain their mobility is slightly lower than that of the general population - at the 
age of 70 years, survival rate is 10% lower for those who walk, whether with or without support.  
Functional status affects survival, and mobility level is a significant predictor of survival at all 
ages.8,11,14,15 Increased attention is being placed on health management and maintaining function 
across the lifespan of individuals with CP, since their aging processes are compounded by the 
primary and secondary impairments associated with CP.14,16–18  
Classification of Functional Mobility  
Mobility is primarily affected by the brain lesion that defines the diagnosis, and may be 
additionally affected by secondary changes over the lifespan of the individual.  The brain lesions 
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of individuals with CP vary in location and extent, thus leading to heterogenic presentations of 
function.  One classification of the motor involvement in individuals with CP is based on 
topographical distribution in the body — hemiplegia, diplegia, and quadriplegia.  Additional 
classification is based on the dominant characteristic of the neuro-motor abnormality, which 
could be spastic CP (in 85-88% of total CP diagnoses) or dyskinetic, ataxic or mixed type CP (in 
12-15% of total CP diagnosis).19,20 
For clinical and research purposes, the functional mobility status of children and young 
ACP is divided into five levels using the Gross Motor Function Classification System Expanded 
and Revised (GMFCS – E&R).21 The GMFCS – E&R was developed as a method of 
classification of children with CP up to 18 years of age.  The tool includes five levels and five 
age-bands.  The last age-band (12 to 18 years) is also used to classify adults over the age of 18 
years.  This project focuses on ACP classifies as GMFCS levels I and II:   
“Level I (walks without limitations): walks at home, school, outdoors, and in the 
community.  Able to walk up and down curbs without physical assistance and stairs without the 
use of a railing.  Performs gross motor skills such as running and jumping, but speed, balance, 
and coordination are limited.   
Level II (walks with limitations): walks in most settings.  Environmental factors (such as 
uneven terrain, inclines, long distances, time demands, weather, and peer acceptability) and 
personal preference influence mobility choices.  At school or work, may use a hand-held 
mobility device for safety.  Outdoors and in the community, may use wheeled mobility when 
traveling long distances.  Walks up and down stairs holding a railing or with physical assistance, 
if there is no railing.”21 
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In addition to motor deficits, associated dysfunctions of the CNS may be present.  Such 
dysfunctions include receptive-expressive language disorders, intellectual deficits, learning 
disabilities, ADHD, sensory processing deficits, and seizures.22,23 Strong correlations were found 
among gross motor, fine motor, and communication skills and a moderate correlation between 
these functional domains and IQ.  Despite correlations among these domains, a complete 
evaluation of all domains provides a more precise description of the functional profile of 
individuals with CP.24 
 
Falls in Adults with CP 
Prevalence and Outcomes 
Falls and near falls are frequent events in everyday life of many ambulant ACP,  and over 
one third of falls reported to result in lower limb injuries.25 In a sample of convenience, 33% 
reported at least one fall per year, and 26% reported repeated near-falls.  In this sample, falls 
occurred most often at home, while individual were engaged in nonhazardous, mobility related 
activities. In many cases falls are the outcome of placing the foot in a way that creates an 
insufficient BOS, failing to clear the foot off the ground sufficiently, or encountering obstacles 
that create destabilization. These circumstances often require quick adjustments of the step 
during walking, which often, as individuals with CP report, they are unable to perform 
successfully. High percentage of falls is reported in ACP.  In one study,26 68% reported prior 
falls and in another,27 all sixteen participants (GMFCS II: n=15, III: n=1) reported falls: three 
participants reported less than 5 falls a year, six reported 5-10 falls per year, three reported 
between 1-3 falls per month, and three reported more than one fall a week.  In an unpublished 
study completed at UNC, out of thirty-eight ambulant ACP GMFCS I to III (age 18-55 
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avg.=31.5, SD=10), ten adults had no falls in the last year, eleven had 1 or 2 falls, nine had 3-9 
falls, and eight fell between 10 times a year to more than once a week.  
ACP employ divergent strategies to deal with poor mobility related balance.  For some, 
fear of falling leads to compensatory strategies, such as self-support on objects and people, use 
of mobility aids, and use of wheelchairs or scooters in specific environments, to reduce the 
number of falls and near falls and to maintain safety.27,28  Some view themselves as “expert 
fallers” (i.e. they fall often, but experience no serious injuries) and accept falling as a frequent 
event.  Others report fear of falling and avoid activities that may challenge their balance.27 Such 
reports suggest that unlike falls in older adults without CP, many falls in ACP are not 
documented in medical records, nor are the emotional and social effects of poor balance.  Thus, 
it may be challenging to evaluate the true number of falls and their impact on the quality of life 
of ACP.25 No retrospective study of falls in ACP was identified.  Based on self-reporting, the 
fear of falling and the decline in walking and balance in early adulthood lead to a reduction in 
physical activity and in community participation and cause increased disability, which further 
increases falls risk.26,29–32. 
Falls Risk Factors  
Starting from childhood and into adolescence, ambulant individuals with CP, compared 
with peers without CP, have poorer balance, which is further compromised by muscle fatigue.33  
Adolescents with CP are less active than peers, and many report daily fatigue,34 which may cause 
daily fluctuation in balance and further limit activity and increase falls risk.  Chronic reduced 
daily physical activity is likely to result in poorer fitness and higher susceptibility to fatigue.  
Evidence suggests that most ambulant adolescents with CP maintain their functional status into 
early adulthood.35 However, in their mid-twenties and thirties, ACP report deterioration in 
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walking abilities and balance, and increase in near-falls and falls.17,36 The decline in walking 
occurs more frequently in adults with bilateral neurological impairment (diplegia), with 71% 
reporting a decline in walking as they age, compared with 37% of those with unilateral 
impairment (hemiplegia).37 Even if unchanged since childhood, poor balance may be a more 
limiting factor to participation in work and social life and falls may have more detrimental 
consequences in adulthood than in childhood.   
Some gait characteristics identified as associated with increased falls risk in older adults 
were also identified as associated with poor balance outcomes in ACP.38–40 In ACP, low fast 
(maximal) gait speed was found to be associated with worse balance outcomes scores (total score 
on the BESTest) and higher comfortable and fast gait speeds were associated with better scores 
on BESTest sections that evaluate anticipatory and reactive balance responses.  ACP with a 
history of falls had shorter stride length than non-fallers with CP.36 Large negative correlations 
were demonstrated between double support time in comfortable and fast gait speeds and 
BESTest total score and scores of anticipatory, reactive balance and stability of gait sections.36 In 
children with CP, a non-linear quantification of gait stability (a measure of rate of disturbance 
dissipation  of step length and step width) was positively correlated with increased step width 
and negatively correlated with a gross motor capacity test score (section E, “walking, running 
and jumping” of the Gross Motor Functional Measure – GMFM).41 Increased step width creates 
a larger base of support and could be a strategy used by individuals with CP to improve balance 
during walking and other balance challenging activities.42 
Increased variability in gait parameters is characteristic of ambulant individuals with CP, 
and is viewed as the result of either abnormal motor neuron firing during muscular force 
generation, or of errors in control and coordination of the motor neurons.43,44 Both possible 
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deficits may impact balance control.  Linear variability of gait characteristics in older adults 
distinguishes between fallers and non-fallers.45 In older adults, larger variability of step length, 
step width, step time, and double support time were found to be linked to a greater sway while 
standing on a foam mat, and larger variability in double support time was associated with slower 
reaction time.45–47 Increased spatiotemporal and kinematic variability during walking may reduce 
the ability to recover from unpredictable external perturbations, because balance control 
resources are already engaged in dissipating the effects of the inherent variability and are less 
responsive to external perturbations.  Increased gait variability may also yield inconsistent 
responses, resulting in increased falls risk.45,48,49   
More than 60% of ACP who report losses of balance, attribute them to poor response to 
unpredicted intrinsic balance disturbances in gait (taking a “bad step”) or to tripping following 
insufficient foot clearance.36 This statistic is similar to that of older adults, whose falls often 
occur during ambulation, and close to 60% are due to unpredicted trips or slips that require 
reactive balance responses to regain balance.50,51 Regardless of specific circumstances, an 
unpredicted balance perturbation requires timely production of joint moments to counteract the 
unplanned movement of the COM, and often stepping responses to change the BOS are used to 
prevent the COM from reaching beyond the BOS limits. Rapid stepping responses in AWD may 
be initiated well before COM is approaching stability limits.52 Inability to produce an effective 







Impairments that Affect Balance in individuals with CP 
Spasticity  
Spasticity is a prevalent manifestation of an upper motor neuron syndrome.  Spasticity is 
described as “a motor disorder characterized by a velocity-dependent increase in resistance of a 
passively stretched muscle or muscle group, resulting from hyper-excitability of the stretch 
reflex”.55 CP can be manifested in spasticity or/ and in other movement disorders such as ataxia, 
dystonia, and athetosis, which arise from insults to the cerebellum or basal ganglia.8  About 85% 
of individuals diagnosed with CP are classified as having a spastic movement disorder.10 This 
dissertation project evaluated balance in ambulating individuals with spastic movement disorder.  
The upper motor neuron lesion results in a reduction of the supraspinal inhibitory control 
of spinal reflexes and causes a velocity dependent increase in resistance to stretching of the 
spastic muscle by an antagonistic movement.  Due to the shortening of the spastic muscle, 
secondary biomechanical changes occur over time within the muscle and other tissues.  
Spasticity is often accompanied by associated reactions (a form of synkinesis), assumed to be 
due to a failure to inhibit spread of activity in the brain.  A volitional motor effort results in 
unplanned patterned overflowing activation in the same limb or in other areas of the body.  
Spasticity and patterned associated reactions lead to additional stiffness, reduction in range of 
motion, contractures and changes in posture, which cause, in turn, limitations in function.56 
Relationships between spasticity and muscle strength are complex.  Spasticity of the 
antagonist muscle negatively affects the ability of the agonist muscle to produce torque in ankle 
musculature of less functional individuals.  In individuals with mild motor impairment, spasticity 
of the antagonist was not shown to reduce agonist torque production.  However, sometimes 
spasticity masks functional muscle weakness in the agonist.57–59 While spasticity may interfere 
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with antagonistic force production, there is some evidence in children with CP that strengthening 
the agonist musculature used for functional walking can alter measures of spasticity by 
suppressing the H-reflexes during walking (in the soleus).  This modulation is present in controls 
without CP as well and reflects a more functional recruitment pattern, because it facilitates the 
activation of dorsiflexors that assists with foot clearance and prepares for heel strike.60  
Spasticity and strength interact with walking capacity and balance. In ACP, lower 
extremity muscle strength was a strong predictor and spasticity was a weak predictor of walking 
capacity, as measured by a 6-minute walk test (6MWT).61 Improving walking capacity using 
functional training may reduce spasticity and contribute, along with the increased muscle 
strength, to improved active range of motion and gait pattern. Improved active range of motion, 
adds degrees of freedom to functional recruitment and more flexibility in controlling balance to 
provide optimal responses when balance is challenged.62   
Weakness and Muscle Fatigue 
Muscle weakness in individuals with CP results from impairments at different levels of 
the neuromuscular path: (1) central activation of motor neurons is reduced and the ability to 
increase the firing rate of already active units is limited; most of the increase in muscle strength 
occurs by increasing the number of active motor units; (2) the impaired voluntary control at the 
CNS level leads to insufficient and disorganized motor recruitment that negatively impacts 
torque production; (3) at the neuro-muscular level, there is evidence of impaired reciprocal 
inhibition, altered setting of muscle spindles, and reinforcement of abnormal neural circuits; (4) 
at the muscular level, muscle tissue is altered by a selective atrophy of fast fibers, changes in 
myosin expression, in fiber length, and in cross-sectional area, which lead to changes in length-
tension curve and reduced elasticity.63   
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Muscle weakness in individuals with CP is manifested in several ways: (1) maximum 
voluntary contraction (MVC) is lower than in peers without CP; (2) the distal lower extremity 
muscles are more affected than the proximal; (3) reduced torque is created not only by weaker 
agonist activation, but also by greater antagonist co-activation, and leads to poor force adaptation 
to functional needs and early muscle fatigue.64,65   
All muscles have limited ability to maintain the same force production over time. 
Individuals with CP exhibit limited ability compared with peers without CP.  Early muscle 
fatigue is demonstrated in children with CP who walk with a “crouched” gait (continuously 
activating quadriceps muscle for anti-gravity postural control).  After performing a 6MWT at 
self-selected speed, crouching increased, resulting in an increase in knee flexion and maximal 
ankle dorsiflexion in stance and a decrease in the vertical position of the center of mass.66 There 
is evidence that an acute bout of intensive exercise negatively affects postural control.33 While 
evidence about early muscle fatigue during continuous functional activity like walking is 
consistent, there are contradictory findings on fatigue during isolated segmental isokinetic 
activation.  Individuals with CP demonstrate less fatigue in their knee flexors and extensors and 
different EMG co-activation patterns compared with age-matched peers without motor disability 
while performing repetitive discrete knee motions.67,68 These findings suggest that muscle 
activation may differ between functional tasks and isolated joint movements, and that in the 
latter, full activation is not achieved.  This conclusion supports functional, task specific training 
aimed at improving strength, muscle endurance and the neural motor command disorder.69 
Similar to evidence in adolescents with CP presented previously, there is evidence in older adults 
that acute muscle fatigue results in deteriorations in reactive postural control.70 This suggests the 
need to evaluate the effects of a balance training program on fatigue.  
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Decreased Joint Range of Motion 
Deficits in range of motion (ROM) begin in childhood.  Prevalent ROM deficits are the 
results of reduced length in the hamstrings, hip adductor, iliopsoas and gastrocnemius-soleus 
muscles and also, of contracture at the hip and knee joints.  Range of motion is more affected in 
body areas that correspond with the brain lesion and presence of spasticity, leading to more 
asymmetrical passive ROM limitations in unilateral neurological impairments. 71–73  Many 
children with CP undergo surgical tendon lengthening, but still demonstrate reduced ROM, 
mainly reduced hip and knee extension, as adults.74 Range of motion limitations are associated 
with reduced voluntary movements about the joint.72 Reduced ankle dorsiflexion AROM (with 
underlying limited PROM) was found to have a strong relationship with VO2peak in a maximal 
treadmill test in ambulant ACP.75 This result may reflect the increased cost of walking associated 
with compensating for ROM deficits in this population.  Similar to spasticity, limited ROM 
reduces the available degrees of freedom and limits the available patterns of balance control and 
recovery.  
Skeletal Malalignments 
Skeletal malalignments and asymmetries are present in ambulatory ACP.76 Skeletal 
changes start at childhood and frequently include scoliosis, significant increase in forward pelvic 
tilt and sacral slope, increased femoral ante-version and neck shaft angle (coxa valga) as 
compared with children developing typically (DT), and in many cases lead to in-toeing and genu 
valgus.77  Fifty percent of ambulant children with CP demonstrate equinus (toe walking), and in-
toeing regardless of the topographical distribution.  These impairments become less frequent in 
adulthood, due to surgical interventions and increase in body weight.78 Increased hip flexion and 
crouching are exhibited in more than 50% of individuals with diplegic and quadriplegic CP, and 
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hip adduction in more than 50% of individuals with quadriplegic CP.  As children get older, 
rotational malalignment of the legs such as internal hip rotation, knee valgus or varus, and in or 
out-toeing often become more severe, interfere with function, and require surgeries to correct 
lower extremities joint malalignments.  Ambulatory ACP often continue to exhibit trunk 
asymmetries and lower extremities joint malalignments.76,78 Malalignment and asymmetry result 
in fewer available degrees of freedom for the generation of optimal balance response.   
Coordination and Selective Motor Control Deficits 
Individuals with CP present poorer coordination of segmental control which is 
manifested in lack of smoothness of the intended movements and inefficient coupling among 
joints.  Other characteristics of poor coordination in individuals with CP are over-recruitment of 
distal muscles and the use of primary movers as  postural muscles.79 Impaired selective voluntary 
motor control (SVMC) is demonstrated in the reduced ability to perform isolated joint movement 
during voluntary task-specific movement or postural control.  Limited SVMC often results in the 
use of mass flexor or extensor synergistic patterns or in undesired movements of other joints and 
leads to less efficient and less specific motor responses, hindering function and safety.80,81 
 
Balance Control in Sitting, Standing, and Walking 
The ability of individuals with CP to control balance during volitional positions and 
movements, and their ability to respond to external perturbation and restore balance is negatively 
affected by the deficits in primary motor control and sensory processing and by the secondary 
accumulating impairments.8,82,83 Studies of balance control in individuals with CP were done in 
sitting, standing, and walking.  Studies of balance control in sitting provide evidence regarding 
the isolated control of the head and the trunk.84 Studies of balance control in standing, a position 
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that requires control of more degrees of freedom, provide evidence regarding how larger levers 
(compared with sitting) are controlled in the body relative to a smaller base of support.  Studies 
of balance control during walking provide evidence regarding COM dynamic control while BOS 
is continuously changing and segmental alignment of the extremities is modified.  Walking 
related balance will be discussed below. 
Balance Control in Sitting  
Impaired balance control in sitting, in individuals with CP, ranges from inability to 
maintain independent sitting because of lack of “direction-specific” anti-gravity adjustments to 
some level of dysfunction in the ability to adapt balance control to the task – active or reactive.85 
Reactive balance responses of ambulatory children with CP are characterized by top-down 
recruitment of postural muscles, excessive antagonistic co-activation, and limited modulation of 
muscle activation (as measured by EMG) to task specific constraints.  Such excessive muscle 
antagonistic co-activation may be direction specific.  For example, co-activation is smaller when 
postural alignment is restored by moving the trunk forward following a backward perturbation, 
compared with when postural alignment is restored by moving the trunk backwards, following a 
forward perturbation.86 There is no evidence of reactive balance control in sitting in ACP, but it 
may be assumed that directional specificity does not disappear in adulthood and that the direction 
of balance perturbations needs to be taken into account in research, clinical assessments and 
interventions.87 
Balance Control in Standing  
Compared with sitting, the BOS in standing is smaller and the forces needed to control 
the longer levers against gravity are greater.  Control becomes more complex when there is arm 
activity away from the body or when leg movements are changing the BOS.  In preparation for 
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limb movement, postural muscles of the lower limbs and the trunk are activated to counteract the 
expected perturbation.  Postural control of this type is named ‘anticipatory postural adjustments’ 
(APA) and is viewed as a way to reduce the effects of expected balance perturbations.88 APA are 
direction-specific; for example, dorsal muscles are activated before an expected forward body 
sway.  APAs are also modulated according to task conditions; for example, EMG measured APA 
muscle activation varies with the expected limb speed to be produced or the expected weight to 
be lifted.89,90 Individuals with CP who are able to stand independently can produce APAs, but 
COM displacement may be smaller, the onset may be premature, and muscle activation may be 
excessive, or poorly coordinated.  The variability in the topographic distribution of the 
neurological impairment and the severity of the impairment are the primary reasons for the high 
variability in observed APAs.91–93 
Reactive balance in standing was evaluated in children with CP. When compared with 
peers DT, children with CP demonstrated poorer ability to recover balance when perturbed in 
standing.  This is attributed to several factors: (a) biomechanical disadvantage of a crouched 
posture; (b) delayed muscular activation; (c) proximal to distal sequence of muscle recruitment; 
(d) reduced ability to modulate the amplitude of muscle activity; and (e) increased co-activation 
of agonists-antagonists.94 When ambulant children with CP experienced perturbations in 
standing on a moving platform, they initiated recovery stepping (change of BOS) at lower 
perturbation velocities compared with age-matched children DT and with younger children DT at 
a similar walking developmental stage.  At each velocity, children with CP demonstrated more 
trials that resulted in loss of balance and longer trajectories of COP displacement with higher 
frequency of COM direction changes during recovery attempts.  In response to balance 
perturbations, older children with CP fell more often than children with CP who were under five 
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years of age.  Children DT were able to organize their joint torque activation temporally and 
spatially, whereas children with CP activated all joints simultaneously more frequently and 
showed less consistent torque-producing patterns among joints.  This resulted in less efficient 
temporal and spatial organization of balance recovery patterns. These patterns, unlike in peers 
DT, do not become more efficient with age.95,96 
Balance Control during Gait   
Walking and balance control interact during human walking. The center of mass (COM) is 
suddenly displaced beyond the base of support (BOS) during single leg stance, so that gravity 
assists with forward acceleration of the COM relative to the BOS.  This creates an inherent 
instability during each step, and fall is prevented by the timely and appropriately positioning of 
the foot on the consecutive step.97 Real world walking presents additional challenges to balance 
control in the form of changing environments.  Controlling balance during walking requires the 
use of anticipatory (planned) balance control to maintain the posture (static) and the intended 
action/movement (dynamic), and reactive balance control to respond to unpredictable 
disturbances to movement and balance.98 
Individuals with CP present various gait abnormalities and walking-related balance 
control deficits.  Their gait is slower, often asymmetrical and mechanically less efficient , which 
leads to higher energy cost of walking and increased susceptibility to balance perturbations 
compared with gait of AWD.61,99–103 Gait characteristics of ACP include shorter stride length 
(more notable in fallers), wider step width, larger double-limb support time, high step to step 
variability of step length and width, and lower gait speed.36 These gait characteristics are found 
to be associated with increased risk of multiple falls in older adults.104,105 
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CP gait characteristics have linear relationships with various aspects of balance measures 
of The Balance Evaluation Systems Test (BESTest).36 BESTest is a clinical balance assessment 
tool that probes the “underlying systems” of balance control in six sections (I. Biomechanical 
Constraints — body alignment and lower extremity functional strength; II. Stability 
Limits/Verticality; III. Anticipatory Postural Adjustments; IV. Postural Responses; V. Sensory 
Orientation; and VI. Stability in Gait).7 Double support time during gait was found to be 
negatively correlated with the total score of the BESTest and with 4 out of the 6 sections (I, III, 
IV, and VI).36 Longer double support time can be caused by the need to maximize the time in 
which the body is relying on a large BOS.  Consequently, shorter single-leg stance time leads to 
shorter step length.  Increasing cadence or step length by increasing swing velocity is difficult, 
since a fast swing is an additional burden to balance control and is limited by the impaired 
neuromuscular recruitment.  Thus, smaller step length is a contribute to slower gait speed in 
ACP.36 Double support time variability at over ground fast gait speed (FGSOG) was found to 
negatively correlate with sections I, III and VI (Biomechanical Constraints, Postural Responses, 
and Dynamic Balance during Gait).  The magnitude of the ability to increase speed from CGSOG 
to FGSOG had large positive correlation with the total score and scores of all BESTest sections.  
These correlations imply that fast walking demands better balance control and that poorer 
balance may be a limiting factor to the maximal value of fast gait speed.81  Reactive balance 
responses require fast organization and movement.  Thus, limited ability to increase speed may 
be associated with poorer ability to recover balance when subjected to balance perturbations.  
While the BESTest is a comprehensives assessment of most aspects of balance control, it only 
evaluates reactive balance during standing, but not during walking.  There are no studies of 
reactive balance responses during walking in ACP.   
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Measures of Mobility-Related Balance  
To study reactive balance responses during walking and their relation to other 
components of balance control and walking in ACP, there is a need in valid and reliable tools for 
this population.   
Measures of Balance in Adults with CP 
  Various measures used in the evaluation of balance have good psychometrics in children 
and young ACP.5 These measures evaluate the ability to maintain balance in a specific position 
or evaluate balance during voluntary position changes, but do assess reactive balance control 
during walking.5,36,94,106 The measures that evaluate balance during movement (BESTest, ABC, 
and Tinetti Balance Test) and that were used in studies of ambulant ACP do not have established 
psychometric for this population, limiting the interpretation of the results.27,36,107  
No measures of reactive balance responses during walking in ACP were identified. Studies in 
other populations with similar concerns related to balance during walking and falls could inform 
which measures would be relevant to reflect reactive balance deficits during walking in 
ACP.51,108,109 
Methods of Measuring Reactive Balance in Other Populations 
New technologies, such as computerized treadmills (TM), embedded movable platforms, 
shoes with soles that change tilts, devices that deliver pulls or pushes, and virtual reality that 
manipulates visual flow provide controllable balance perturbations during walking and make 
study of reactive balance possible.53,110–113 Thus far, none of the methods above has been able to 
simulate fully real life circumstances that lead to falls, but they may be considered valid research 
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tools if they elicit responses that are similar to those occurring following real life losses of 
balance.   
Some comparisons have been made between different perturbing modalities. Surface 
translation, compared with timed waist pull, was found to be more effective in revealing age-
related deficiencies.  Surface perturbation led to a more rapid rise in perturbed ankle torque and 
greater COM motion prior to the onset of postural reaction.114 Perturbations using a TM were 
found to elicit biomechanical responses similar to those produced over ground when older adults 
were tripped while walking.115 These findings support the use of surface translation perturbations 
despite the fact that the experience of a moving surface in real life is relatively rare.  Surface 
translation can be performed either by an embedded movable platform or by a sudden change in 
the speed of the TM belt while standing or walking.  Perturbations provided while on a TM 
eliminate the effect of predictability that is present when stepping onto an embedded plate with a 
known location, since accelerations or decelerations of the TM can be applied arbitrarily.  On a 
TM, participants are less likely to predict perturbations and fewer anticipatory motor adjustments 
are expected to affect elicited responses.112 Inducing unpredictable balance perturbation is crucial 
to the study of reactive balance responses, since anticipation of a coming perturbation may alter 
the step and muscle activation.116 If there are changes in stepping patterns prior to the 
perturbation, the changes in patterns following the perturbation cannot be solely attributed to 
reactive balance.117 
Measures that were used in evaluating motor responses to balance perturbations include: 
(1) counts of recoveries vs. falls (reliance on safety harness), (2) counts of rail grab events, (3) 
maximum displacement of whole-body COM, (4) margin of stability – shortest distance of COM 
from BOS margin in the direction of COM movement, considering COM to BOS velocity, (5) 
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step characteristics such as first step latency (the time between the onset of surface translation to 
the onset of foot off) and first step length (distance between the stance foot and the swing foot at 
initial contact), (6) perturbation intensity threshold for falls, step initiation or multiple-steps to 
recover balance ,(7) number of steps taken until balance recovery, (8) peak trunk angle / velocity, 
and (9) Muscle response latencies measured by EMG.114,115,118–123 
 
Interventions to Improve Gait and Balance in Individuals with CP 
This section reviews interventions studied in the CP population and suggests the need to 
study reactive balance responses to provide more comprehensive and effective interventions.  
 Interventions have been studied mainly in the pediatric population with CP.  Interventions that 
target specific impairments (such as strength, aerobic capacity, range of motion, postural sway, 
and movement re-patterning) were shown to improve the targeted impairments to various 
degrees, but had lower success in improving aspects of functional walking.124–127 Strength 
training has been a focus of interest for many researchers and clinicians working with individuals 
with CP for more than two decades, but while results of many studies show significant changes 
in strength, the interventions are mostly ineffective in promoting functional changes in gait and 
balance.125,128 Moderate level evidence of positive changes in balance control support functional 
and contextual interventions, such as gross motor task training, hippotherapy, TM training 
without body weight support, and reactive balance training.126   
No single change at the level of body function has been identified as the primary 
contributor to the deterioration in gait and balance in aging ACP.31,129 Different secondary 
impairments, negatively impact gait and balance control.94 Evidence in the pediatric population 
suggests that instead of targeting isolated body functions such as strength, ROM, agility, or 
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sensory processing, it may be more beneficial to address functional deficits using “task specific” 
interventions, such as training to modify gait to task or improve foot clearance while walking in 
various situations to reduce falls risk.  
Physical therapy and fitness training services for ACP in the US are limited and there is 
insufficient research on gait and balance in this population to help guide clinical interventions in 
this area.130,131 There is a need for strong evidence supporting efficacious interventions in order 
to advocate for a change in the available therapy services for individuals aging with CP.132 Six 
studies that aim at improving functional mobility in ACP were identified by Lawrence et al. in 
2016133 as being of high quality (five were randomized controlled trials, and one was a pre-post 
case series).  In these studies, full weight bearing TM training, dynamic balance training, and 
progressive resistance training had no significant effect on functional walking outcomes.  
However, rhythmic auditory stimulation and interactive serious gaming for balance had positive 
effects on temporal gait parameters and measures of static and dynamic balance 
respectively.107,133,134 Traditional balance training intervention demonstrated negligible 
differences in functional balance outcomes between trained and untrained subjects, but the 
trained group showed significant gain in self-reported walking and balance confidence at post 
and at 6-month follow up.135 
Similar to the evidence in the pediatric population with CP, studies of strength training in 
ACP demonstrated an increase in the strength of the trained muscles, but resulted in very little 
transfer to improved mobility.  Strength training demonstrated no change in the distance walked 
during a 6MWT.136 It did lead to a significant change in timed short walks (Timed Up and Go 
and 10m Walk Test), but the changes did not exceed the ‘clinically meaningful change’ 
established for older adults with mobility impairments.137 One study with a very small sample of 
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ACP (n=7, age 23-44 years) demonstrated positive outcomes following 10 weeks of progressive 
strength training.  Participants improved isometric strength and isokinetic concentric (but not in 
eccentric) abilities and gained significant improvement in Gross Motor Function Measure 
(GMFM) dimensions D and E (standing and walking capacities), increased walking velocity, and 
Timed Up and Go results.138 The training protocol in this study consisted of exercises that 
required coordination and included five minutes of aerobic cycling, which may explain the more 
positive outcomes compared with other studies.   
Treadmill (TM) training has aerobic and functional aspects and may be an accessible 
option for training for some ACP. Compared with conventional PT, TM training exercise 
program resulted in a significant improvement in over ground 6MWT distance and speed and 
reduced VO2 cost of walking in a small sample of ACP.139 TM based gait-retraining with visual 
feedback to reduce gait asymmetry and over ground transfer training supported the hypothesis 
that ACP can learn to modify their gait to reduce step length or stance time asymmetry. In this 
small case series (n=5) training resulted in additional positive changes in gait, cost of walking, 
and balance.100  
The above evidence suggests that interventions that target functional limitations are more 
effective in achieving functional improvements than those that target specific body impairments.  
Training reactive balance during walking in order to improve responses to losses of balance 
during ambulation is a task specific functional approach.  Falls and loss of balance may be 
caused by different unpredictable circumstances.  Efficient reactive balance responses may 
prevent falls and injuries regardless of the circumstances that lead to the loss of balance.  
Improvement in reactive balance responses during walking could result in improvement in 
functional walking and reduce fear of falling. 
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Evidence Related to Training Reactive Balance Responses  
In other Populations 
Common gait characteristics in ambulant ACP of all ages are also prevalent in older 
adults, who likewise show poor ability to recover from balance perturbations. Among these 
characteristics are increased reaction time, low leg movement speed, and shorter step 
lengths.36,115 ACP present changes related to mobility (i.e., more sedentary lifestyle, 
musculoskeletal changes, and arthritis) at an earlier age than the general population. These 
changes further increase gait impairments, balance deficits, and falls risk.  While there are 
differences between ACP and older adults in some of the mechanisms that lead to gait 
impairments and balance deficits, the similarities in the manifested abnormalities in the two 
populations support basing reactive balance research in ACP on what is known from research 
about older adults and about other populations with impaired gait and balance. 
Falls often occur as a result of a failure to recover from an external balance perturbation 
such as a trip, a bump, or a slip, or as a result of failure to correct a loss of balance caused by a 
self-initiated faulty weight shift.140  The ability to modify segmental alignment, perform 
compensatory stepping, and/ or reach for a support are crucial responses to recover balance and 
avoid a fall following a balance perturbation.  Impaired reactive balance control in standing and 
walking predicted increased falls risk of post-discharge stroke patients.141 Repeated exposure to 
balance perturbations during walking resulted in changes in reactive balance responses of young 
and older AWD, and in adults with neurological diagnoses and gait disorders (such as adults 
post-stroke, with Parkinson’s disease, or with lower extremity amputation).51,51,53,142–145 Long-
term retention of the modified recovery patterns was demonstrates following initial exposure to 
balance perturbations in older adults and adults post-stroke.123,146 Beyond retention, perturbation 
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balance training (PBT) may have reduced falls risk in older adults and adults post-stroke, though 
it remained unclear whether fewer falls in those who underwent PBT could be attributed to better 
recovery from loss of balance or to other effects of training.145,147–151 
PBT may also improve gait parameters that indirectly reduce the likelihood of being a 
faller or decrease falls frequency among individuals who are at risk.149 Following PBT, an 
individual with an amputation increased the percent of stable steps following perturbations, 
improved self-selected walking speed, and reduced in functional stepping test time, mean step 
width, step width variability, and margin of support variability.  These changes were maintained 
or enhanced at a 5-week follow-up.144 Following PBT, individuals with Parkinson’s disease 
demonstrated a reduction in reactive balance response latencies and an increase in stride length at 
3, 6, 9, and 15-month follow-up; they also had a lower falls rate than untrained controls with 
Parkinson’s disease.152  
In older adults, an association was found between gait parameters (relative position of 
COM) and direction specific falls history.  The COM was found to be significantly further ahead 
of the center of pressure (COP) at heel strike for fallers compared with non-fallers and 
significantly further behind the COP at foot flat for those with a history of slip falls compared 
with non-fallers.  COM was ahead of the COP at mid-swing in those with a history of trips.153 
Subject with chronic post-stroke demonstrated less trunk control and poorer stepping responses 
in slips compared with trips.154 These findings support the need to evaluate responses to direction 
specific perturbations.   
In several patient populations, changes in balance responses were reported following 
varying degrees of exposure.  Subjects post-stroke demonstrated an improved balance recovery 
patterns following a single unpredicted perturbation exposure.117 A single session of repeated 
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perturbations during walking has shown positive balance effects in older adults.  The improved 
recovery strategy was demonstrated 6 months after the training session.146,151 Older adults 
exposed to blocks of balance perturbations in standing, demonstrated gradual improvement of 
direction specific responses that progressed to resemble those of younger adults.118 Rapid change 
in responses following very limited number of exposures is more likely to happen when the type 
of balance perturbation is familiar from past real-life experience, is potentially life-threatening, 
and when there was a large initial error in response.  Such conditions are suggested to promote 
fast changes, since the person has movement familiarity and is motivated to produce a successful 
recovery response on repeated trials.155  
Longer exposure may be more beneficial to achieve optimization of the responses and to 
facilitate transfer, but dosage recommendations have not been yet established.  Three weeks of 
2X/wk. training led to an improved temporal stepping response and better reactive performance 
on a transfer task.111 The number of perturbations in a block or a session of trials, which include 
walking over a movable platform, varied considerably among studies, ranging from 12 
perturbations in 24 trials (the other 12 were sham) to 24 perturbations in 37 trials per session.  
Reported number of perturbations while standing on a TM ranged from 25 to 64 per session in 
older adults and adults with Parkinson’s disease,156–158 and the number of perturbations 
experienced by older adults while walking on a TM ranged from 20 in 5 minutes to every 5 
seconds.159,160     
In the last decade, a growing number of studies have evaluated the effects of PBT in 
various clinical population with balance deficits. Improved reactive balance responses with 
repeated exposure have been demonstrated.  Various modalities and protocols have been used to 
administer perturbations and different outcome measures employed to assess reactive balance 
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responses and the effects of other aspect of balance control on function and on falls risk. 
Currently there are no guidelines regarding which PBT protocols one should use for the different 
populations to optimize adaptation, long-term retention and clinical outcomes.145 
In individuals with CP 
There is some evidence about repeated exposure to balance perturbation in individuals 
with CP.  In one study, a small group of ambulant children with CP (n=6, age 7-13, GMFCS I 
and II) were exposed to 100 perturbations per day for 5 days, standing on a movable platform.  
Training resulted in the following positive spatial/temporal changes that led to improved balance 
recovery: (1) increase in direction-specificity of responses, (2) increase in the speed of muscle 
contraction activation, which led to faster recovery of stability, (3) emergence of distal to 
proximal muscle recruitment patterns, similar to that of children DT, and (4) improved muscle 
activation modulation (higher agonist amplitude, lower antagonist amplitude, and reduced co-
activation).  The changes in responses were child specific - each participant exhibited different 
combinations of changes.  All participants had a statistically significant reduction in their 
recovery center of pressure (COP) sway and time to stabilization of COP at post-test and at 30 
days follow-up.  These outcomes suggest that children with CP can improve their responses 
following training, and that they can retain some of the changes.161 
Another study evaluated the effect of gait training with balance perturbations in two 
individuals with CP (age 16 and 19 years).  Perturbations were induced by instrumented shoes 
that presented unpredictable step to step variations of sole inclinations in stance.  Gait training 
with these perturbations was performed for 30 minutes, 3 times per week, for 12 weeks.  
Following training, there were minimal changes in 6MW distance and 10m walk time, but the 
Berg Balance Scale scores improved by 7 points for both participants.  Participants also 
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decreased percent of double support and decreased average step time, while maintaining high 
step time variability.  Whereas walking speed (as tested by the 10m walk test) and submaximal 
walking capacity (as measured by the 6MWT) did not change, the improvements in balance 
measures suggest that the PBT had a direct positive effect on dynamic balance.162 
No evidence of training responses to perturbations during walking in children or ACP 
was identified.  Considering the positive effects of training in populations with increased fall risk 
and some similar deficits in ACP, further research of reactive balance during walking in ACP is 
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